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Official Title and Summary:
DRUG ENFORCEMENT, PREVENTIO!\', TREATMENT, PRISONS. BONDS.
INITIATIVE CONSTI11..rnO;'\AL AMENDMENT AND STATIJTE
• Statutory changes: commencing 1991, appropriates up to $1.9 billion over next eight years to state,
county, city governments for drug enforcement, treatment, and gang related purposes.
• Authorizes issuance of $740,000,000 of general obligation bonds for drug abuse, confinement, and
treatment facilities.
• Amends state Constitution to provide that specified provisions relating to rights of criminal defendants
do not abridge right to privacy as it affects reproductive choice.

Summary of Legislative Analyst's
Estimate of Net State and Local Government Fiscal Impact:
•
•
.
•

No additional revenues result from this measure.
Total General Fund costs of $1.2 billion for transfers to the Anti-Drug Superfund between 1990-91
through 1993-94.
From 1994-95 through 1997-98 it is not clear whether any funds would be transferred from the General
Fund to the Superfund.
• If all bonds proposed by this measure are sold at an interest rate of 7.5 percent, cost would be
approximately $1.3 billion to payoff principal ($740 million) and interest ($585 million), with average
annual payment being approximately $55 million.
• Additional annual costs of tens of millions of dollars for state and local governments could arise for
operation of new correctional facilities.
• Additional costs resulting from increased criminal arrests and convictions could be offset by increased
funding for drug education and prevention.
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Analysis by the Legislative Analyst
Background
Anti-Drug Programs. The state and local
governments operate many programs designed to reduce
the use of illegal drugs. These programs include law
enforcement, education and prevention, treatment, and
research. In 1989-90, the state spent more than $1 billion
in state and federal funds for these programs. The
amount spent by local governments for these programs is
unknown, but is probably close to $2 billion.
State Tax Laws. Most of the programs funded by the
state are supported by the state's General Fund. The
General Fund receives money from a number of sources,
including personal income taxes, bank and corporation
taxes, and sales taxes. The state's personal income and
bank and corporation taxes are substantially similar to
federal tax laws. Legislation enacted after this measure
qualified for the November ballot brought these
California tax laws into closer conformity to federal tax
laws.
State Prisons. The state prison system is currently
overcrowded. In July 1990, the prison system was
designed to house about 51,000 inmates; however, it
housed about 90,000 inmates, an overcrowding level of 76
percent. To address this overcrowding, the state has
spent approximately $3 billion since 1981 to expand
prison capacity. Plans for further expansion of the prison
system, estimated to cost about $4 billion, would provide
capacity for a total of 114,000 inmates by 1995. At that
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time, the inmate population is projected to be 153,000.
This would result in an overcrowding level of 34 percent.
Proposition 115. In June 1990, the voters enacted
Proposition 115, which specifies that the California
Constitution shall not be construed by the courts to
afford greater rights to criminal defendants, including
minors, than those afforded by the Constitution of the
United States. These rights include the right to privacy.
Proposal
In summary, this measure:
• Contains provisions which were intended to increase
personal income and bank and corporation taxes by
bringing California's tax laws into closer conformity
with federal law. These provisions would duplicate
those already enacted by the Legislature and as a
result would not produce additional state revenue.
• Contains provisions which were intended to allocate
$1.9 billion from the new Anti-Drug Superfund for
various anti-drug programs over an eight-year
period. However, the measure may actually allocate
only $1.2 billion for these purposes.
• Authorizes 'the state to sell $740 million in gener~ 1
obligation bonds for the construction of nf
il:
correctional facilities.
.."
Anti-Drug Funding. The measure contains specific
provisions intended to allocate a total of $1.9 billion from
the Anti-Drug Superfund as follows during the eight-year
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period 1990-91 through 1997-98:
• Local Law Enforcement. The measure allocates
approximately ,34 percent of the funds to county
.~
;heriffs' departments and city police departments
,
for law enforcement and crime prevention activities
related to illegal drugs.
• Drug Treatment and Prevention. The measure
allocates approximately 36 percent of the funds to
county boards of supervisors for drug treatment and
prevention programs, probation supervision of
offenders with drug-related problems, and
prosecution of drug offenders.
• CrackDown Task Force Program. The measure
allocates approximately 10 percent of the funds to
the state Department of Justice for support of the
existing CrackDown Task Force Program (a drug
enforcement program operated by the state and
local governments).
The measure requires that $1.2 billion be transferred
from the General Fund to the Anti-Drug Superfund
during the four-year period of 1990-91 through 1993-94.
In the second four-year period of 1994-95 through
1997-98, the measure requires that transfers be made
from the General Fund in amounts equal to the annual
Franchise Tax Board 'estimate of the additional revenues
generated by this measure's tax changes. Because the tax
changes contained in this measure have already been
enacted, it is not clear whether any transfers would be
made during this second four-year period. As a result, the
total allocations required by the measure may only be
$1 <'I billion.
.e measure provides that if the transfers are
-insufficient to fund the specified allocations, the
allocations will be reduced proportionately.
The measure does not provide for continued funding
for these programs after 1997-98. The measure requires
that funds provided for these activities not be used to
replace existing funds for these programs.
Prison Construction Bonds. The measure authorizes
the state to sell 8740 million of general obligation bonds
to provide for the construction and remodeling of
correctional facilities. General obligation bonds are
backed by the state, meaning that the state is obligated
to pay the principal and interest costs on these bonds.
These revenues come primarily from the state personal
income and corporate taxes and the state sales tax.
The $740 million in bond funds would be used as
follows:
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• 8306 million for the construction or remodeling of

prisons. This would provide space for an additional
8,000 inmates .
• .5434 million for the construction of confinement and
treatment facilities to house 10,000 inmates who
would otherwise be housed in county jails. The
measure specifies that of this amount, $264 million
would be used to construct facilities to house 6,000
inmates in southern California and 8170 million
would be used to construct facilities to house 4,000
inmates in northern California.
Proposition 115. The measure provides that changes
enacted by Proposition 115 regarding criminal rights
shall not be construed to abridge the right to privacy as it
affects reproductive choice.
Fiscal Effect
Tax Provisions. The tax conformity provisions of this
measure duplicate changes already enacted by the
Legislature, and therefore will not produce additional
state revenues.
Anti-Drug Funding. The measure would result in
total General Fund costs of ,$1.2 billion for transfers to the
Anti-Drug Superfund over the period 1990-91 through
1993-94. Interest earned on funds in the Anti-Drug
Superfund would be available for program allocation.
From 1994-95 through 1997-98. it is not clear whether
any funds would be transferred from the General Fund
to the Superfund.
Prison Construction Bonds. For general obligation
bonds, the state typically makes principal and interest
payments from the state's General Fund over a period of
about 20 Years. If all of the bonds authorized bv this
measure ~re sold at an interest rate of 7.5 perce~t, the
cost would be about 81.3 billion to payoff the principal
(8740 million) and the interest (8585 million). The
average annual payment would be approximately 855
million per year.
The measure would result in additional annual costs to
the state and local governments for the operation of new
correctional facilities. These costs could be tens of
millions of dollars annuallv.
Other Fiscal Effects.' The increased funding for
street-level law enforcement could result in additional
criminal arrests and convictions. This could result in
increased state and local criminal justice costs. The
increased funding for drug education and prevention
could reduce state and local costs in the future.

F or text of Proposition 129 see page 84
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Drug Enforcement, Prevention, Treatment, Prisons. Bonds.
Initiative Constitutional Amendment and Statute
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Argument in Favor of Proposition 129
Politicians talk about fighting a war against drugs. But if this
is a war. California is losing. Tired of empty promises~ Ready to
start fighting to win? VOTE YES OJ\' PROPOSITIOl\ 129. THE
CALIFORNIA WAR Ol\ DRUGS.
Not only will Proposition 129 fight drugs and crime. it will
also clarify ambiguous language in the criminal law that could
threaten it woman's right to "choice" in California. And here's
the best part: It won '/ raise your taxes.
To win the war on drugs we must fight hard on every front.
Right now, California lacks the resources to win.
We don't have enough special narcotics agents hunting down
the Colombian cocaine carters operatives in California.
PROPOSITION 129 WILL ASSEMBLE HUNDREDS OF
STATE AND LOCAL AGENTS Il\ "CRACKDOW:\" TASK
FORCES AIMED AT BIG-TIME DRUG SMUGGLERS.
We don't have enough police on the streets to protect our
neighborhoods from gangs and drugs. PROPOSITIO:\ 129 CAN
PUT OVER 2.000 MORE COPS OJ\' THE BEAT.
We don't have enough jails and prisons to lock up drug
dealers after we arrest them. PROPOSITION 129 WILL
BUILD REGIONAL JAILS AND NO-FRILLS PRISONS FOR
DRUG OFFE:\'DERS 0;'\ SURPLUS FEDERAL LA!':D I;\i
THE DESERT. That's where criminals belong-locked up in
the desert. far awav from homes and schools.
We don't have enough treatment facilities to help people
who desperately want to kick the habit. PROPOSITIOl\ 129
CAl\ PROVIDE TREATMEl'\T FOR THOUSA:\,DS OF
TEENAGERS. PREGl\'ANT WOMEN, AND OTHERS
TRYING TO GET OFF DRUGS.
We don't have enough education and prevention programs
to keep kids from getting "hooked" in the first place.
PROPOSITIOJ\' 129 CAN MAKE SURE ALL OUR CHILDREl'\
GET THE ANTI-DRUG MESSAGE THAT COULD SAVE
THEIR LIVES.

Sometimes. in trying to fight crime and drugs, mistakes are
made. Vague language in a new law to speed up criminal trials
endangers the right to privacy in the State Constitution. That
could threaten a woman's right to choose an abortion.
Fortunatelv, we can correct that mistake. PROPOSITION
129 KEEPS THE TOUGH CRIMIl\AL REFORMS. BUT IT
RESTORES THE RIGHT TO PRIVACY IN OCR
CONSTITUTIOl\ AND PROTECTS FREEDOM OF CHOICE.
Fighting drugs and crime isn't cheap, but PROPOSITIO!\'
129 WO!\,'T RAISE YOUR TAXES. INSTEAD, IT WILL
DEDICATE Fl7TURE PROCEEDS FROM RECE;,\TLY
CLOSED CORPORATE TAX LOOPHOLES FOR Al\
Al'\TI-DRUG SUPERFU!':D.
EVERY PENl\'Y OF THE SUPERFUND MONEY WILL GO
FOR FIGHTI!\'G DRUGS, PRIMARILY THROUGH
LOCALLY-CONTROLLED PROGRAMS. STATE
POLITICIANS WOl\''T BE ABLE TO TOUCH IT. After eight
years, the program ends unless the people or the Legislature
vote to continue it.
Drugs are killing our kids, ruining our neighborhoods. and
poisoning our future. Proposition 129 is our chance to fight
back, to stop talking and start winning, and to do it without
sacrificing our basic freedoms. VOTE YES FOR THE
CALIFOR!':IA WAR ON DRUGS!
JOHN VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General of California
GLEN CRAIG
Sheriff of Sacramento County
JOHAN KLEHS
Chairman, Committee on Revenue and Taxation
. California State Assembly

Rebuttal to Argument in Favor of Proposition 129
Proposition 129 is a sly gimmick from a failed campaign for
governor. The price tag is $1,800,000,000 in new state
appropriations outside the voter-approved spending limit.
What's the source of the tax money? Not just corporations (as
the sponsors misrepresent), but personal income taxpayers
would be affected, too.
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 129.
Just five months ago, an overwhelming 57% of California
voters adopted Proposition 115 to strengthen our criminal laws
and deal swiftly with drug criminals. All 58 district attorneys in
California strongly supported Proposition 115 as an effective
anti-crime and anti-drug measure.
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 129.
Attorney General John Van de Kamp opposed Proposition
115, claiming it somehow affected abortion rights. His spurious
claim was rejected by the authoritative Counsel to the State
Legislature, numerous legal scholars, and even attorneys in Mr.
Van de Kamp's own office who advised their boss that
Proposition 115 posed no danger to abortion rights.

VOTE "NO" ON PRO~OSITION 129.
Proposition 129 is a fraud. It's duplicative of Proposition 115.
full of slothful state spending, and but another reason the state
I
ballot is too long. The rea crime initiative was approved by the
voters in June-with tough anti-drug crime provisions and
without a tax increase.
VOTE "NO" ON PROPOSITION 129.
Contrary to its proponents' misrepresentations, Proposition
129 will indeed raise taxes, and will it ever! Proposition 129
should be rejected because the initiative process is too
important to be tampered with for partisan, political gain.
SENATOR QUENTIN L KOPP
State Senator, Independent--8th District
RICHARD GANN
President.. Paul Cann s Citizens Committee
CHIEF DARYL GATES
Chief of Police, City of Los Angeles
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Argument Against Proposition 129
VOTE :'--;0 on Proposition 129. It is too broad, too
complicated, and a terrible way to run government.
This proposition would dedicate these tax revenues for
specific government programs. There are very SERIOUS
FLAWS in this plan.
• Proposition 129 would earmark every new tax dollar,
without regard to need, economy or efficiency.
It is such IRRESPONSIBLE MANAGEME:"IiT OF FUNDS
which has catapulted this state into its present and biggest
budget crisis ever.
State revenues this year increased by 7%, but earmarked and
dictated spending requirements demanded higher than 7%
spending growth, producing a budget shortfall.
yleasures like Proposition 129 would only make state
BUDGETING PROBLEMS WORSE, likely resulting in other
serious program cuts or increased taxes.
Read the official ballot analysis by the Legislative Analyst:
"The tax conformity provisions of this measure duplicate
changes already enacted by the Legislature, and therefore
will not produce additional state revenue. "
"The measure would result in total General Fund costs of
$1.2 billion for transfers to the Anti-Drug Superfund over the
period 1990-91 through 1993-94." (Emphasis added)
The only way Proposition 129 can be paid for is by slashing
existing state services--or raising taxes!
• Proposition 129 would have the audacity to take up to $1.8
BILLION in spending outside the state's constitutional
spending limit, right after voters reaffirmed their support
of spending limits by passing Proposition III on the June
ballot.

• Perhaps most alarming is the inclusion of a $740 million
general obligation bond for jail and prison facilities. Voters
just passed a $450 million prison bond in June.
DO WE :"IiEED A~OTHER SO SOON?
\!oreover, this process is entirely inappropriate to determine
the need for general obligation bonds. All oversight,
prioritization and FISCAL JUDGME:"IiT IS LOST.
• Tens of millions of dollars would be needed to staff and
operate these new jail and prison facilities.
WHERE WOULD THE STATE .-\.~m COUNTIES FIND
THE MONEY?
Proposition 129 is silent to this need. Do we want to vote
ourselves into principal and interest DEBT OF MORE T~A;\j
51.3 BILLION DOLLARS FOR EMPTY BUILDINGS?
Think about Proposition 129.
DOES IT MAKE SE~SE to build up big new government
programs and then pull the rug out from under them?
DOES IT MAKE SE~SE to further bind the hands of policy
and budget makers?
DOES IT MAKE SENSE to increase the costs of goods and
services in California by raising taxes?
DOES IT MAKE SE~SE to authorize bonds for jail facilities
when there is no money to open them?
Think about it, and then VOTE NO on Proposition 129!
LARRY McCARTHY
President. California Taxpayers' Association

Rebuttal to :\rgument Against Proposition 129
Don't be fooled! There are no hidden taxes in Proposition
129. Proposition 129 asks Californians to do what the politicians
in the legislature have refused to do:
Establish an anti-drug Superfund so local law enforcement
agencies and drug treatment programs can fight-and
win-the war on drugs.
The anti-drug Superfund will be paid for by future proceeds
from recently closed corporate tax loopholes. No hidden taxes.
No diversion of funds. No special interest giveaways. A specific
answer to the biggest problem facing California.
We need Proposition 129 to keep the Legislature from taking
anti-drug Superfund money for their own pet projects instead
of for fighting drugs.
They've already grabbed part of the money. Proposition 129
will make them pay it back and keep them from grabbing the
rest.
PROPOSITION 129 ALSO PROTECTS A WOMAN'S
FREEDOM OF "CHOICE" IN CALIFORNIA. For Years, a
woman's right to reproductive freedom was guaranteed under
the California constitution. :'--iow, it is in jeopardy. A crime

measure adopted last June raises questions that many legal
scholars sav could make abortion a crime and the woman who
chooses to 'have one a criminal.
Proposition 129 resolves the legal questions and restores the
constitutional right to privacy.
While politicians have given us promises and rhetOric, drugs
have ravaged our communities. California has now taken or;er
Florida's position as the nation's number one importer of
illegal drugs. It's time we did something about it, even if the
politicians won·t.
Vote "Yes" on Prop 129.
JOHN VAN DE KAMP
Attorney General of California
FRANK JORDAN
San Francisco Police Chief
SUSAN KENNEDY
Executive Director, California Abortion
Rights Action League

.'
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General Fund tu thc Office or the £111'1 r(ln m('ll/II/ :taU/rail' filr (lllerat1fJIII' aUnTlI::
fiscal year 1992-1 fh'j
(I) Notwithstandl1l/! Section 13J40 o( Ihe (;,,(J'mmenl Cilde, the SUII/ (If fortll
million dol/ars 'S4fJ'()(}()J)(){)1 is rontlnu{)usill iJJIJlTlIllrWled from IiI( de;lerai
Fund to the Office r/lhe En t'ir(}11 mental Adw('IJ/I, u'llhllUI relZard t" (isca/ uear!,
/lIr IIIl grants procrall/J specified 1/1 subd/nsloll '/;, /0 be aiiociJ'ted eQ'uaU/J
hetween the purposes specified /11 subd/ns/ll/l 'f:' J alia lirose specIfIed 1;1
subd/ns/oll ,I I~ elliit the EIIL"irclllmelllal Adc;)ratl' i.s elected. 1/(1 TTI,;rp Ihall
Iwelll!/fire percent 5t; I of such gran/funds m(Ju be au:ard,~d
SECTIO!\ 29,

TITLE SEVE\
Di\ision 13.2 is added to the Public Resources Code. to read

DlHSIOX JJ.2 Elv'FORCEMENT OF mE £.IIiVIRONMEl\'TAL
PROTECT/Ol\' ACT OF 1990
. ~1l8o. la) In aadition to any other remedy ami/able at lau: or III equity. an!!
provIsion of the Enuronmental Protection Act of 1990 that requires or forbIds a
pm'ate party to take or refrain from action directly affectin/! the ellcirOTlment or
human health II/a(l ue enforced pursuanl to this section. An!! person. illciud/n{!
any (!or;ernmentaJ a;;:enry. who has violated. IS vlOlatinl!" or is threa/enllllZ to
nolate any such pronflOn may be enjoined. and a civil pi!nalty may be imposed.
III any court of competent }unsdiction.
I bl All action pursuant to this sect/on may be broul!,ht bu the Attomeu
General in the name of the People of the State of California. or' by any d,stnet
attomey, or by any CIty attomey of a cit!! or city and county havmg a population
in excess of ,-sO.{;(j(J. or u·ith the consent of the district attomey by any city
attomey or city prosecutor.
IC) An action pursuant to this section may be brou{!ht by any person actm!! 111
the public interest If ! 1I the action is commenced more than sixtu daus after the
person has ~iven wntten Tlotice of the violation which is the subject oj the actIOn
to the Attorney General and the district attorney and any city attomey in u'hose
jurisdiction the ololation IS aJJe{!ed to occur. and to the allel!,ed violator: and (2;
none of such public officials has commenced and is dilig/mtly prosecutmf! an
actIOn agamst such VIOlation. The limitations specified in this subsection do not
apply to an action brought against a governmental agency or official.
Id) If a public official undertakes a prosecution pursuant to the IL'ritten notIce
described in subdivision ICI (l). before the noticin{! party brings an action under
subdioision (c/, the person who gave the notice shall be permitted to intervene m
the action on such terms as the court finds appropnate.
(ei The Legislature shall establish appropriate penalties, civil and mminai.
for violations of the. provisions of the Act for which a penalty is not specified
These penalties need not be uniform. These penalties shall prOVIde that in an1l
civil action brought pursuant to subdioision (ci any preoailing plaintiff and
mtervenor shall be entitled to share in an appropriate portion of any civil
penalty imposed. as well as appropriate attorney's fees authorized by any other
provision of laIL·. An mteroenor may receive attorney :r fees upon a finding by the
court that the efforts of the interoenor substantially assisted the court in reach in"
a just resolution of the case. In such event. the court shall divide the portion of
civil penalties awarded. and shall award attorney's fees. takin{! into account tlie
r:espective contributions of the porties to the success of the action aud the need for
mteroentzon.
21181. All/aws and reeulations of this State designed to protect the food
supply or environment including this Act, shall be liberally construed to achieve
those purposes.

TITLE EIGHT
SECTIO\ 30. Governor', Responsibilitl'
The GO\ernor is accountable to the Peopie of the State of California for the
complete. tlmeh anci effective impJementatlOn of this Act. The Governor shall
therefore annualh report to the People on the status of impiementation.
begml\ing October 15. 1991.

TITLE \I'\E

.,

I

SECTIO\ 31. Technical \\atters
I
(a I If any pronsion of this Act. or the application of that provision to anv
,
person or circumstances. is held invalid, the remainder of this :\.ct. to the
'
maximum extent it can be given effect. or the applicatlOn of that provision to
persons or circumstances other than those as to which it is held invalid. shall not
be affected therebv. and to this end the provisions of this Act are severable.
(b) This Act shall be liberally construed and applied in order to fully promote
its underlving purposes. so that if more than one construction of a partIcular
provision IS possible. the one which more fully accomplishes the purposes of this
Act shall be applicable.
" i c)
provision of this Act shall be amended by the Legislature. except to
turther Its purposes bl' a statute passed by each house bv roll call vote entered in
the journal with two-thirds of each membership concurring, if at least fourteen
davs prior to passage in each house the bill is in its final fonn, or bl' a statute that
.
becomes effectJve oni\' when approved bv the electorate.
(d, Any regulation adopted bv an agencv, department or official charged with
enforCing am' pro\1Sion of this Act is not subject to Article 6 of Chapter 3.5 of Part
1 of Division 3 of Title 2 of the Government Code. Any such regulation shall
include a statement as to the basis upon which it is predicated.
Ie) All references to statutes or regulations in this Act are to the text thereof in
effect October 10, 1989. unless changes to those statutes or regulations further the
purpose of this .'\.ct. In that event, this :\ct shall be interpreted to refer to the
amended statute or regulation.
(f) l\othing in this ~-\ct shall diminish any legal obligation otherwise imposed
bv common law. statute or regulation. nor enlarge any defense in any action to
enforce that legal obligation. Any penalties or sanctions imposed under this Act
shall be in addition to any penalties or sanctions otherwise prescribed by law.
ig) For purposes of this Act. "person" shall have the same meaninlr as in
Section 26024 of the Health and Safety Code, and shall also include the United
States. and its agencies and officials to the extent constitutionally pennissible.
ih) (l) Any action or proceeding to attack. re\iew, set aside, void or annul a
determination, finding. or decision, including a failure to act. of anv public
agency. made as a result of a proceeding in which by law a hearing is required to
be given. e\idence is reauired to be taken and discretion in the determination
facts is vested in the agency. on the grounds of noncompliance with the provisio..
of this Act, shall be in accordance with Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil. I
Procedure. In any such action, the court shall not exercise its independent
judgment on the e\idence. but shall only determine whether the act or decision is
supported by substantial evidence in light of the whole record.
(2) In an action other than one under subdivision (1), the inquiry shall extend
only to whether there was a prejudicial abuse of discretion. Abuse of discretion is
established if the agency has not proceeded in a manner required by law or if the
detennination or decision is not supported by substantial e\idence.

"0
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Proposition 129: Text of Proposed Law
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the
provisions of Article II. Section 8 of the Constitution.
This initiative measure expressly amends the Constitution by amending,
repealing, and adding sections thereto, amends, repeals, and adds sections to
various codes: therefore. existing provisions proposed to be deleted are printed in
~ ~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type
to indicate that they are new.

PROPOSED LAW
TITLE L
PURPOSE
SECTION L This act shall be imOM! as the Comprehensive Crime Reduction
and Drug Control Act of 1990.
SECTION 2. We, the People of the State of California, fmd and declare:
(a) As Californians, we have the inalienable right to be free from crime. to be
secure in our homes, to be safe on our streets, and to be protected in our schools.
(b) Government has failed to assure our right to be free from crime.
(1) Too few criminals are identified and apprehended.
(2) Those who are apprehended are accorded rights bv our courts and bl' our
state Legislature that prevent administration of swift and sure justice, that have
unnecessarily expanded the rights of accused criminals far beyond that which is
required by the United States Constitution, that have unnecessarily added to the
costs of criminal cases. that have diverted the judicial process from its function as
a quest for truth, and that have too often ignored the rights of crime victims.
Comprehensive reforms are needed in order to restore balance and fairness to
our criminal justice system.
(3) Those who are con\icted too often evade the full measure of punishment
the law was intended to pro\ide because California suffers from an acute shortalre
of prison capacity, often resulting in prisoners being released before serving their
full terms, frequentlv to return to their criminal enterprises upon release.
(c) Certainty and swiftness of punishment deter crime:
(I) Delays i~ apprehension and the prospect of evading apprehension
altogether durumsh the deterrent effect of the criminal law.
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(2) Convoluted procedures that obstruct the pursuit of truth have protracted
criminal trials, needlessly delaying punishment and impeding deterrence.
(3) Inadequate prison and jail facilities lead to early offender release and the
prospect of their evading the full punishment of the law.
(4) The death penalty is a deterrent to murder, but protracted delays in
capital trials impede its effectiveness as a deterrent.
.
(d) Much of our crime problem can be traced to illicit drugs, particularlv
cocaine and. most recently. crack cocaine. The ~despread use of such drugs has
conferred vast wealth on the dealers, has contributed to the dramatic expansion
of California's street gangs. and has attracted international drug traffickers who
increasingly base their smuggling and national distribution in California. The
lucrative narcotics trade in turn spawns a wide range of crimes-ranging from
drug-law violations to \iolent crimes of all kinds. Drugs are California's largest
and fastest-growing crime problem. They threaten to overwhelm the entire
criminal justice system. from police to courts to prisons. Drug-related crime is a
problem of such size and scope that it requires a comprehensive solution.
Ie) Increased efforts to prevent children from using drugs, and to treat drug
addicts, can reduce the demand for drugs. thereby diminishing the profitabilitv of
the drug trade and the threat of drug-related crime.
.
(f) The federal government has failed to acknowledge and respond to the
acute dangers California faces because of the failure to secure our international
borders and the presence here of traffickers, driven from other states bv federal
law enforcement programs. By failing to allocate the resources it has coIDmitted
to other states, the federal government has increased the concentration of drug
traffickers here.
(g) Increased law-enforcement resources in California applied in a . ,
coordinated program o.f drug-interdiction can reduce the volume of drugs
pOisonmg our society ana can mcrease the apprehension of the traffickers.
(h) Merely increasing the rate of apprehension of criminals would clog already
gridlocked courts. Merelv increasing the rate of con\iction of criminals is of little
value without prisons in which to hold them. A coordinated program to improve
law enforcement. the administration of justice, and correctional programs is
necessary to deal effectlvelv WIth the surge m drug-related cnme and violent
crimes of all kinds.
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(i) Additional state revenues are necessarv to fund the increased law
enforcement. treatment, and crime prevention'efforts, which, together with
speedier administration of justice and increased prison capacity, can make
Californians safer from crime and substance abuse. Revenues sufficient for this
purpose can be raised by conforming California corporate tax law to federal law.
and thereby closing loopholes in California law.
I ' " SECTIO~ 3. The People adopt this act for the following purposes:
. (a) To provide a coordinated program that will
(1) improve law enforcement and increase apprehension of criminal
offenders.
.
(2) improve the administration of criminal justice, to assure that those accused
of crimes are dealt with fairlv and swiftlv, and
(3) provide the capacity to incarcerate those who commit crimes for the full
measure of their punishment;
(b) To reform the law as developed in numerous California Supreme Court
decisions and as set forth in the statutes of this state in order to restore balance to
our criminal justice system. to create a system in which justice is swift and fair,
and to create a system in which violent criminals receive just punishment. in
which crime victims and witnesses are treated with care and respect. and in
which societv as a whole can be free from the fear of crime in our homes,
neighborhoods, and schools; and
(c) To provide special programs to deal with those who are responsible for a
major share of the crime afflicting us all, those who use and traffic in illicit drugs.
TITLE II.
I:'iCREASED DRUG I:-.1TERDICTION AND CRI~IlNAL APPREHE:-;SIO~
SECTIO~ 4. Article 7.7 (commencing with Section 16419) is added to
Chapter 2 of Part 2 of Division 2 of Title 2 of the Government Code, to read:

Article 7.7. California Anti-Drug Superfund
16419. The California Anti-Drug Superfund is hereby created in the State
Treasury. All moneys in the fund shall be invested pursuant to Sections 164iO
through 164i4, illclusive. of the Government Code.
16419.1. (a) The Controller'shall transfer from the General Fund to the
California Anti-Drug Superfund an amount equal to one hundred two million
dolfars ($I02JXJO,OOO) by january 1, 1991, four hundred fifty-nine million dollars
($459,000.000) by july 15. 1991,four hundred seven miilion dollars (S407.000.0001
by january I. 1993, and one hundred eighty-three million dollars (SI83,OOO,OOO)
by january 1. 1994.
(b) (1) For each fiscal year commencing on or after july 1,1994. the Franchise
Tax Board shall make an estimate of the amount of additional revenues that will
be generated in that llSCOl year by the act adding this article. This estimate shall
be transmitted to the Controller prior to the commencement of the fiscal year to
which it relates.
(2) By july 15. 1994, and by july 15 0teach subsequent fiscal year. the
. "Controller shall tra."sfer from the Genera Fund to the California Anti-Drug
1Superfund an amount equal to the amount determined under paragraph 11 I as
addifional revenues for that fIScal year.
16419.2. !Votwithstanrfing Section 13340, all money in the California
Anti-Drug Superfund is hereby continuously appropriated without regard to
fiscal years as foflows:
(a) To the Department of justice to implement the CrackDoum Task Force
Program specified in Section 15029 of the Government Code. or to match any
available federal funds which are to be expended for similar purposes, as follolL'S:
(1) Twenty-two million dollars (S22.000.000) by july 15, 1991.
(2) Twenty-two million eight hundred eighty tholLSand dollars (S22.S80.0001
by july IS. 1992.
(3) Twenty-three million seven hundred ninety-fire thousand dollars
($23.7'9S,OOO) by july 15. 1993.
(4) Twent!l-four million seven hundred forty-seven thousalld dollars
($24. i47.000) IJrj july 15, 1994.
.
(51 Twenty-five million seven hundred thirty-snen thousand dollars
($25. iJi.OOO) by july 15, 1995.
(6) Twenty-six million seven hundred sixty-six tholLSand dollars (S26.;"66.000)
by july 15. 1996.
(7) Twentv-seven million eight hundred thirty-seun thousand dollars
($27.837.000) IJrj july 15. 1997.
(b) To the Controller for allocation to all county sheriffs' departments and
city police departments in this state. to be lLSed only for Taw enforcement and
crime prevention activities related to the abuse of controlled substances. to
provide odded protection for schools and neighborhoods besieged by gan~s and
drugs. or to match any available federal funds which are to be expended for
similar purposes. as determined to be necessary by the sheriffs or chiefs of police
of those counties or cities, as follows:
(1) Sixty million dollars ($60,000.000) by january I. 199I.
(2) One hundred twenty million dollars ($120,000.000) by july 15. 1991.
(3) One hundred twenty-four million eight hundred thousand dollars
($124,8fX).OOO) by july 15. 1992.
(4) One hundred twenty-nine million seven hundred ninety-two thousand
.
dollars (Sl29, 792,(00) by july 15, 1993.
(5) One hundred thirty-four million nine hundred eighty-four thousand
dollars ($134.984,000) by july 15. 1994.
(6) One hundred forty million three hundred eighty-three thousand dollars
iS14O,383.(00) by july 15. 1995.
I;") Olle hundred forty-five million nine hundred flinety-eil5ht thousand
)
" dollars (Sl45.998.000) by july 15. 1996.
(8) One hundred fifty-one million eight hundred thirty-eil5ht thousand
dollars IS151.838,OOO) by july is. 1997.
(9) (A) 04.11 fUllds specified ill thissubdivisiOlI I bi shall be distributed to ail
participating county sheriffs' departmellts and city police departments based
upon the most recent estimates of the population 0/ the departments' \'ernce
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areas, as determilled in the manner specified by Section 11005 of the Revenue and
Taxation Code. For this purpose. except as rpecified in subparagraph (B), the
estimate of the population of counties shall not include the papulation of city
police department service areas therein.
(B) For a charter City alld coullty. the total annual funds specified in
wbparagraph (A) lL'hich are available to a charter city and county shall be
divided equally between the coullty sherifFr department alld the city police
department.
IC) To the Controller for allocation to all county boards of supervisors in this
state. to be used only for controlled ~ubstance treatment and substance-abuse
prevention programs I including treatmellt and substance-abuse prevention In
rchools). enhancement of probatiOl1 supervision of offenders lL'ith drug-related
problems. prosecutioll and processin" of controllecfsubstance offenders, or to
match any aL'(Jilable federal funds lL'hich are to be expended for similar purposes.
as determilzed to be necessary by those county boards of supervisors. as follows:
i 1) Forty million dollars (S40,OOO.OOO) by january I, 1991.
(]) Eighty million dollars (S80.000.000) by july 15. 1991.
I.]) Ei~hty-three mil/ioll, two hundred tholLSand dollars (S83,2fXJ.OOO) by july
15. 1992.
14) Ei"hty-six million. five hUlldred twenty-eight thousand dollars
IS86,S28,OOO) by july 15, 1993.
15.1 Eighty-nine million, nine hUlldred eighty-nine thousand dollars
fS89.989JX)()1 by july 15. 1994.
,6) .Vinety-three million. fiL'e hundred eighty-nine thousand dollars
IS93.589.(00) by july 15. 1995.
I;") .Vinety-seven mil/ion. three hundred thirty-two thousand dollars
IS9i.3J2,OOO) by july 15. 1996.
(8) Olle hundred Olle million. two hundred twenty-six thousand dollars
(SI01.226.()(}(}) by july 15. 1997.
(9) All funds specified in this subdivision (c) shall be distributed to all
participating county bOards of supervisors based upon the most recent estimates
of the populatioll of the partiCipating counties as determined in the manner
rpeClfied by Section 11005 of the Revenue and Taxation Code.
(d) To the Controller alia the Franchise Tax Board in an amount equal to their
costs illcurred in connection with their duties under this article as those costs are
determined by the Department of Finance.
Ie j The funds provided under this article shall not supplant existing funds for
substance abuse programs.
16419.3. (a) On january 1. 1992, alld all january 1 of each year thereafter. all
county sheriff's departments. city police departments. and county boards of
supervisors which received funds in the immediately preceding flSCO year under
this article shall provide a report to the Auditor General disc10sing how those
funds were expended.
(b) Based on the reports provided under subdivision (a), and any other
relevant information, the Auditor General shall make a determination as to
whether the funds received under this article were expended for proper purposes
or whether those funds supplanted other funds for substance abrLSe programs. On
or before june I, 1992. and on or before june 1 of each subsequent year. the
.4 uditor General shall report its findings to the Legislature and the Controller.
IC) Based upon the report submitted under subdivision (b), for years
beginning on or after july 1,1992, the Controller shalL for one year, withhold any
funds pursuant to this article from those county sheriffs' departments, city police
departments, or county boards of supervisors found in the report to have, in the
preceding year, used funds provided under [his article to supplant other funds
for substance abuse purposes, or otherwise did not use the funds for the purposes
of this article.
16419.4. The joint Legislative Audit Committee shall. evaluate the California
.-lnti-Drug Superfund program provided by this article and make a report of that
evaluation to the Legislature before january 1, 1998. The report shall include.
among other things, the following:
(a) An accounting of how the funds were expended by local law enforcement
agencies and county bOards of supervisors.
i b) The effect of the program on cantrolled substance-related arrests. criminal
activity, ana-prosecutions.
(c) The effect of the program on controlled substance ablLSe and treatment.
16419.5. Should the Controller determine that the funds available in the
California Anti-Drug Superfund u--ill not be sufficient to permit a given years
allocations in the amounts prOVided in Section 16419.2, the Controller shall
reduce the allocations to the Department of justice, caunty sheriffs' departments.
city police departments, and county boards of supervisors by an equal percentage.
16419.6. The Controller may promulgate rules and regulations he or she
deems necessary to carry out the provisions of this article.
16419.7. This article shall remain in effect only until june 30, 1998. and as of
that date is repealed. Any funds remaining in the California Anti-Drug
Superfund on that date are hereby appropriated to the Controller for allocation
to the Department of justice. county sheriffs' departments, city police
departments. and county boards of supervisors in the same proportion as
provided in Section 16419.2.
SECTION 5. Section 9.5 is added to Article XIII B of the Constitution. to
read:
SEC. 9.5. ".4ppropriations subject to limitation" for each entity of
government do not include appropriations from the California Anti-Drug
Superfund. No adjlLStment in the appropriation limit of any entity ofgovernment
,hall be required pursuant to Section J as a result of m;enue being deposited in or
appropriated from the California A.nti-Drug Superfund.
This section shall remain in effect only until june JO. 1998. and as of that date
is repeaLed.

TITLE Ill.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE REFORM
SECTION 6. Section 14.1 of Article I of the California Constitution, as added
bv Proposition llS at the June 5, 1990 Primary Election. is reenacted to read:
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SEC. 14.1 F <I felOnv is prosecuted b, Indictment. there snaIl be no
postmdictment preilmmarv heanm:.
SECTIO\ 7 SectIOn 24 of ilrtlclr I of thp California ConstitutIOn. as
amended b,' ProPosition 115 at tnr June 5. 1990 Priman Election. I' lurth!:'f
amended to'reao:'
.
.
SEC. 24 Ri~hts Ituaranteed b, this ConstitutIOn arl' not oependl'nt on thost'
guaranteed b,' tne Lnited States ConstItutIOn.
In criminal cases the ri!/hts of a defendant to equal protectIOn 01 the laws. to
due process of law. to the assistance of counsel. to be personali\ present With
counsel. to a speedv and public trial. to compel the attendance of witnesses. to
confront the witnesses against him or her. to De free from unreasonable searches
and seizures. to privacv insofar as it relates to the admissibility of et:laellce. to
not be compelled to be a witness against himself or herself. to not be placed t...ice
in Jeopardy for the same offense. and to not suffer the imposition of cruel or
unusual punishment. shall be constru!:'d by the courts of this state in a manner
consistent ...ith th!:' Constitution of the united States. This Constitution shall not
be construed bv the courts to afford greater rights to criminal defendants than
those afforded b,' the Constitution of the united States. nor shall it be construed
to afford greater rights to minors in juvenile proceedings on criminal causes than
those afforded bv the Constitution of the United States. /\(Jthill(! i1l thIS sectlOTi
shall be construed to abridge the n{!htto privacy as if affects reproducti!oc choice
This declaration of rights may not be construed to impair or den\' others
retain!:'d b,' the people.
SECTIO:'\ 8. Section 29 of Article I of the California Constitution. as acided b,
Proposition 115 at the June 5, 1990 Primarv Election. is reenacted to reao:
.
SEC. 29. In a criminal case. the people of the State of Califorma ha,e the
right to due process of law and to a speedy and public trial.
SECTIO:'\ 9. Section JO of Article I of the California Constitution. a5 added bv
Proposition 115 at the June 5. 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
.
SEC. 30. i al This Constitution shall not be construed bv the courts to
prohibit the joining of criminal cases as preSCribed bv the Legisiature or t)\ the
people throul!'h the initiative process.
I b) In oraer to protect victims and witnesses in criminal cases. hearsal
evidence shall be admissible at preliminary hearings. as prescribed by the
Legislature or by the people through the initiative process.
I c I In order to prO\ide for fair and speedy trials, discoveT\' in criminal cases
shall be reciprocal in nature, as prescribed by the Legislature or ov the people
through the initiativ!:' process.
SECTIO~ 10. Section 223 of the Code- of Cilil Procedure is repealed.
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SECTIOI\ 11. - Section 223 of the Code of Civil Procedure, as added bv
Proposition 115 at the June 5. 1990 Primary Election. is reenacted to read:
.
223. In a criminal case, the court shall conduct the examination of prospective
jurors. However, the court may permit the parties, upon a sho...ing of good cause.
to supplement the examination by such further inquiry as it deems proper. or
shall itself submit to the prospective jurors upon such a sho\\<ing, such additional
questions by the parties as it deems proper. Voir dire of any prospective jurors
shall, where practicable, occur in the presence of the other jurors in all criminal
cases, including death penalty cases.
Examination of prospective jurors shall be conducted only in aid of the exercise
of challenges for cause.
The trial court's exercise of its discretion in the manner in which voir dire is
conducted shall not cause anv conviction to be reversed unless the exercise of that
discretion has resulted in a' miscarriage of justice. as specified in Section 13 of
Article VI of the California Constitution.
SECTION 12. Section 223.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure is repealed.
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~ fH'B:iee+SECTIO:'\ 13. Section 1203.1 of the Evidence Code. as added b,' PropOSitIOn
115 at the June 5. 1990 Primary Election. is reenacted to read:
1203.1. Section 1203 is not applicable if the hearsav statement is off!:'red at a
preliminarY exammation. as prOVided in Section 872 of the Penal Code.
SECTIO\ 14. Section 189 of the Penal Code. as amended bl' Proposition 115
i
at the Iune 5. 1990 Primarv Election is further amended to read:
189.' All murder which is perpetrated by means of a destructive device or
explosive. kno""ng use of ammunition designed primaril,' to penetrate metal or
armor. poison. king m wait. torture. or by any other kind of willful. deliberate.
i
and premeditated killing, or which is committed in the perpetration of. or
attempt to perpetrate. arson, rape. robbery, burglary, mayhem. kidnapping. train
wrecking. or anv act punishable under Section 286, 288. 288a, or 289. is murder of
the first degree: and all other kinds of murders are of the second degr!:'e. .
As used in this section. "destructive device" shall mean am' destructive de,ice
as defined in Section 12301. and "explosive" shall mean any explosive as defined
in Section 12000 of the Health and Safetv Code.
To prove the killing was "deliberate and premeditated." it shall not De
necessary to prove the defendant maturely and meaningfully reflected upon the
gravity of his or her act.
SECTIOi'i 15. Section 190.2 of the Penal Code. as amended by Propositions
114 and 115 at the June 5. 1990 Primary Election. is further amended to read:
190.2. I a, The penalty for a defendant found guilty of murder in the first
'
degree shall be death or confmement in state prison for a term of life without the
1.~,
possibilitv of parole in any case in which one or more of the following special -..,
circumstances has been found under Section 190.4, to be true:
(1) The murder was intentional and carried out for financial gain.
(2) The defendant was previously convicted of murder in the first degre!:' or
second degree. For the purpose of this paragraph an offense committed in
another jurisdiction which if committed in California would be punishable as first
or second degree murder shall be deemed murder in the first or second del!Tee.
(3) The defendant has in this proceeding been convicted of more than one
offense of murder in the first or second del!Tee.
(4) The murder was committed by means of a destructive device. bomb. or
explosive planted. hidden or concealed in any place, area, dwelling. building or
structure, and the defendant knew or reasonably should have known that his or
her act or acts would create a great risk of death ·to a human being or human
beings.
.
(5) The murder was committed for the purpose of avoiding or preventing a
lawful arrest or to perfect, or attempt to perfect an escape from lawful custodv.
(6) The murder was committed by means of a destructive device. bomb. or
explosive that the defendant mailed or delivered, attempted to mail or deliver. or
cause to be mailed or delivered and the defendant knew or reasonablv should
have known that his or her act or acts would create a great risk of death to a
human being or human beings.
Ii) The victim was a peace officer as defined in Section 830.1. 830.2. 830.3.
830.31,830.32.830.33.830.34.830.35,830.36.830.37,830.4,830.5,830.6. 830.10. 830.11
or 830.12, who. while engaged in the course of the performance of his or her
duties. was intentionall" killed. and the defendant knew or reasonablv should
have known that the victim was a peace officer engaged in the performance of his
or her duties: or the victim was a peace officer as defined in the above
enumerated sections of the Penal Code. or a former peace officer under any of
such sections. and was intentionally killed in retaliation for the performance of his
or her official duties.
(8) The victim was a federal law enforcement officer or agent, who. while
engaged in the course of the performance of his or her duties. was intentionally
killed. and the defendant knew or reasonabh- should have known that the victim
was a federal law enforcement officer or agent. engaged in the performance of his
or her duties: or the ,'ictim was a federal law enforcement officer or agent. and
was intentionally killed in retaliation for the performance of his or her official
duties.
(9) The "ictim was a firefighter as defined in Section 245.1. who. while ~
engaged in the course of the performanc!:' of his or her duties. was intentionally ~
killed. and the defendant knew or reasonablv should have known that the victim
was a firefighter engaged in the performance of his or her duties.
(10) The victim was a Mtness to a crim!:' who was intentionally killed for the
purpose of pre"enting his or her testimony in any criminal or juvenil!:'
proceeding. and the killing was not committed during the commission, or
~
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attempted commission. of the crime to which he or she was a witness; or the
victim was a witness to a crime and was intentionallv killed in retaliation for his or
her testimony in any criminal or juvenile proceedhlg. As used in this paragraph.
"juvenile proceeding" means a proceeding brought pursuant to Section 602 or irJ7
of the Welfare and Institutions Code.
Ill) The victim was a prosecutor or assistant prosecutor or a former
prosecutor or assistant prosecutor of any local or state prosecutor's office in this
""tate or any other state, or a federal prosecutor's office and the murder. was
Jntentionally carried out in retaliation for or to prevent the performance ot the
_ • victim's official duties.
(12) The ~ictim was a judge or former judge of any court of record in the local,
state or federal svstem in the State of California or in anv other state of the enited
States and the murder was intentionallv carried ou't in retaliation for or to
prevent the performance of the ~ictim's official duties.
(13) The victim was an elected or appOinted official or former official of the
federal government. a local or state government of California, or of any local or
state government of any other state in the United States and the killing was
intentionally carried out in retaliation for or to prevent the performance of the
victim's official duties.
•
(14) The murder was especially heinous, atrocious, or cruel, manifesting
exceptional depravity. As utilized in this section. the phrase especially heinous.
atrocious or cruel manifesting exceptional depravity means a conscienceless. or
pitiless crime which is unnecessarilv torturous to the victim.
(15) The defendant intentionally killed the victim while lying in wait.
(16) The victim was intentionallv killed because of his or her race. color.
religion. nationality or country of oriiin.
(17) The murder was committed while the defendant was engaged in or was
an accomplice in the commission of. attempted commission of. or the immediate
flight after committing or attempting to commit the following felonies:
(i \ Robberv in violation of Section 211 or 212.5.
Iii) Kidnapping in violation of Section 2m or 209.
Iiii) Rape in violation of Section 261.
(iv) Sodomy in violation of Section 286.
Iv) The performance of a lewd or lascivious act upon person of a child under
the age of 14 in violation of Section 288.
(vi) Oral copulation in violation of Section 2B8a.
(vii) Burglary in the first or second degree in violation of Section 460.
(\iii) Arson in violation of subdivision (b) of Section 451.
(ix) Train wrecking in violation of Section 219.
Ix) Mayhem in violation of Section 203.
(xi) Rape by instrument in violation of Section 289.
(18) The murder was intentional and involved the infliction of torture,
i19) The defendant intentionally killed the victim by the administration of
poison.
(b) Unless an intent to kill is specifically required under subdivision (al for a
" special circumstance enumerated therein, an actual killer as to whom such special
'circumstance has been found to be true under Section 190.4 need not have had
any intent to kill at the time of the commission of the offense which is the basis of
the special circumstance in order to suffer death or confinement in state prison
for a term of life without the possibility of parole.
(c) Every person not the actual killer who, with the intent to kill, aids. abets.
counsels, commands, induces. solicits. requests, or assists any actor in the
commission of murder in the first degree shall suffer death or confinement in
state prison for a term of life without the possibility of parole. in any case in which
one or more of the special circumstances enumerated in subdivision (al of this
section has been found to be true under Section 190.4.
(d \ :'IIotwithstanding subdivision (c). every person not the actual killer, who,
with reckless indifference to human life and as a major participant. aids. abets.
counsels. commands. induces, solicits. requests. or assists in the commission of a
felony enumerated in paragraph (17) of subdivision I a I, which felony results in
the death of some person or persons. who is found guilty of murder in the first
degree therefor, shall suffer death or confinement in state prison for life without
the possibility of parole, in any case in which a special circumstance enumerated
in paragraph (17) of subdivision (a) of this section has been found to be true
under Section 190.4.
(e) The penalty shall be determined as provided in Sections 190.1, 190.2, 190.3.
190.4. and 190.5.
SECI'ION 16. Section 190.41 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition 115 at
the June 5, 1990 Primary Election. is reenacted to read:
190.41. Notwithstanding Section 190.4 or any other provision of law, the corpus
delicti of a felony-based special circumstance enumerated in paragraph (17) of
subdivision (a) of Section 190,2 need not be proved independently of a
defendant's extrajudicial statement.
SECI'ION 17, Section 190.5 of the Penal Code, as amended by Proposition 115
at the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
190,5. (a) Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the death penalty shall
not be imposed upon any person who is under the age of 18 at the time of the
commission of the crime. The burden of proof as to the age of such person shall be
upon the defendant.
(b) The penalty for a defendant found guilty of murder in the first degree. in
any case in which one or more special circumstances enumerated in Section 190.2
or 190.2.5 has been found to be true under Section 190.4, who was 16 vears of alte
or older and under the age of 18 vears at the time of the commission the criITle.
shall be confinement in the state 'prison for life without the possibility of parole or.
at the discretion of the court, 25 years to life.
Ic I The trier of fact shall determine the existence of any special circumstance
pursuant to the procedure set forth in Section 190.4.
SECI'ION 18. Section 206 of the Penal Code. as added by Proposition 115 at
the June 5. 1990 Primary Election. is reenacted to read:
206. Every person who. with the intent to cause cruel or extreme pain and
suffering for the purpose of revenge, extortion. persuasion. or for any sadistic

of
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purpose, inflicts great bodily injury as defined in Section 12022.7 upon the person
of another, is guilty of torture.
The crime of torture does not require anv proof that the victim suffered pain.
SECTION 19. Section 206.1 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition 115 at
the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
206.1. Torture is puitishable by imprisonment in the state prison for a term of
life.
SECI'ION 20. Section 859 of the Penal Code. as amended by Proposition 115
at the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
859. When the defendant is charged with the commission of a public offense
over which the superior court has original jurisdiction, by a written complaint
subscribed under oath and on file in a court within the county in which the public
offense is triable, he or she shall. without unnecessary delav, be taken before a
magistrate of the court in which the complaint is on file. The magistrate shall
immediately deliver to the defendant a copy of the complaint, inform the
defendant that he or she has the right to have the assistance of counsel, ask the
defendant if he or she desires the assistance of counsel, and allow the defendant
reasonable time to send for counsel. However. in a capital case, the court shall
inform the defendant that the defendant must be represented in court by counsel
at all stages of the preliminary and trial proceedings and that the representation
\\ill be at the defendant's expense ifthe defendant is able to employ counselor at
public expense if he or she is unable to employ counsel, inquire of him or her
whether he or she is able to employ counsel and, if so, whether the defendant
desires to employ counsel of the defendant's choice or to have counsel assigned
for him or her, and allow the defendant a reasonable time to send for his or her
chosen or aSSigned counsel. The magistrate must, upon the request of the
defendant, require a peace officer to take a message to any counsel whom the
defendant may name. in the judicial district in which the court is situated. The
officer shall, without delay and without a fee, perform that duty. If the defendant
desires and is unable to employ counsel, the court shall assign counsel to defend
him or her; in a capital case, if the defendant is able to employ counsel and either
refuses to employ counselor appears without counsel after having had a
reasonable time to employ counsel, the court shall assign counsel to defend him or
her. If it appears that the defendant may be a minor, the magistrate shall
ascertain whether that is the case, and if the magistrate concludes that it is
probable that the defendant is a minor. he or she shall immediately either notify
the parent or guardian of the minor, by telephone or messenger, of the arrest, or
appoint counsel to represent the minor.
SECI'ION 21. Section 866 of the Penal Code, as amended by Proposition 115
at the June 5, 1990 Primary Election. is reenacted to read:
866. (a) When the examination of witnesses on the part of the people is
closed, any witness the defendant may produce shall be sworn and examined.
Upon the request of the prosecuting attorney, the magistrate shall require an
offer of proof from the defense as to the testimony expected from the witness.
The magistrate shall not permit the testimony of any defense witness unless the
offer of proof discloses to the satisfaction of the magistrate, in his or her sound
discretion, that the testimonv of that witness, if believed, would be reasonablv
likely to establish an affirmative defense, negate an element of a crime charged.
or impeach the testimony of a prosecution witness or the statement of a declarant
testified to by a prosecution witness.
(bl It is the purpose of a preliminary examination to establish whether there
exists probable cause to believe that the defendant has committed a felonv. The
.
examination shall not be used for purposes of discovery.
(c) This section shall not be construed to compel or authorize the taking of
depositions of witnesses.
SECI'ION 22. Section 871.6 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition 115 at
the June 5, 1990 Primary Eleetion. is reenacted to read:
871.6. If in a felony case the magistrate sets the preliminary examination
beyond the time specified in Section 859b. in violation of Section 859b. or
continues the preliminary hearing without good cause and good cause is required
by law for such a continuance, the people or the defendant may file a petition for
writ of mandate or prohibition in the superior court seeking immediate appellate
review of the ruling setting the hearing or granting the continuance. Such a
petition shall have precedence over all other cases in the court to which the
petition is assigned. If the superior court grants a peremptory writ. it shall issue
the writ and a remittitur three court davs after its decision becomes final as to the
court if this action is necessary to prevent mootness or to prevent frustration of
the relief granted, notwithstanding the rights of the parties to seek review in a
court of appeal. When the superior court issues the writ and remittitur as
provided in this section. the writ shall command the magistrate to proceed with
the preliminary hearing without further delay, other than that reasonably
necessary for the parties to obtain the attendance of their witnesses.
'
The court of appeal may stay or recall the issuance of the writ and remittitur,
The failure of the court of appeal to stay or recall the issuance of the writ and
remittitur shall not deprive the parties of any right they would otherwise have to
appellate review or extraordinary relief.
SECI'ION 23. Section 872 of the Penal Code, as amended by Proposition 115
at the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
872. lal If, however. it appears from the examination that a public offense has
been committed, and there is sufficient cause to believe that the defendant is
guilty, the magistrate shall make or indorse on the complaint an order, signed by
him or her. to the follOwing effect: "It appearing to me that the offense in the
within complaint mentioned (or any offense, according to the fact, statinlt
generally the nature thereof!, has been committed, and that there is sufficient
cause to believe that the within named A.B. is guilty, I order that he or she be
held to answer to the same."
ibl :'IIotwithstanding Section 1200 of the Evidence Code. the finding of
probable cause may be based in whole or in part upon the sworn testimony of a
la.... enforcement officer relating the statements of declarants made out of court
offered for the truth of the matter asserted. Anv law enforcement officer
testifying as to hearsay statements shall either have fi've years of law enforcement
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expeTlence or have completed a traimng course certified bl- the Commission or
Peace Officer Standards and Training which mcludes traming in the investigation
and reporting of cases and testifying at prehminarv hearings:
SECfIO:\ 24. Section 954.1 of the Penal Code, as added bl' PropositIOn 115 at
the June 5. 1990 Priman' Election, is reenacted to read:
954.1. In cases in which two or more different offenses of the same class of
crimes or offenses have been charged together in the same accusatory pleading.
or where two or more accusatory pleadmgs chargmg offenses of the same ciass of
cTlmes or offenses have been consolidated. evidence concernmg one offense or
offenses need not be admissible as to the other offense or offenses before the
jointly charged offenses may be tried together before the same trier of fact.
SEcrIO~ 25. Section 987.05 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition 115
at the June 5. 1990 Primarl' Election, is amended to read:
987.05. In assignmg defense counsel in felony cases, whether It ~ be the public
defender or private counsel. the court shall only assign counsel who represents.
on the record, that he or she will be ready to proceed with the preliminarl'
hearing or mal. as the case may be, within the time provisions \,rescribed in this
code for preliminary hearings and trials, except in those unusual cases where the
court finds that, due to the nature of the case, counsel cannot reasonabh' be
expected to be ready within the prescribed period if he or she were to begin
prepanng the case forthwith and continue to make diligent and constant efforts
to be ready. In the case where the time of preparation for preliminary hearing or
trial is deemed greater than the statutory time. the court shall set a reasonable
time period for preparation. In making this determination. the court shall not
consider counsel's convenience, counsel's calendar conflicts. or counsel's other
business. The court mav allow counsel a reasonable time to become familiar \\ith
the case in order to determine whether he or she can be readl'. In cases where
counsel. after making representations that he or she will be ready for preliminarv
examination or trial. and without good cause is not ready on the date set, the
court may relieve counsel from the case and may impose sanctions upon counsel.
including, but not limited to, finding the assigned counsel in contempt of court.
imposing a fine, or denying any public funds as compensation for counsel's
services. Both the prosecuting attorney and defense counsel shall have a right to
present evidence and argument as to a reasonable length of time for preparation
and on any reasons why counsel could not be prepared in the set time.
SEcrIOl\ 26. Section 1049.5 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition 115
at the June 5, 1990 Primaf\' Election, is reenacted to read:
1049.5. In felom' cases, the court shall set a date for trial which is within 60
days of the defendant's arraignment in the superior court unless. upon a sho\\ing
of good cause as prescribed in Section 1050, the court lengthens the time. If the
court. after a hearing as prescribed in Section 1050. finds that there is good cause
to set the date for trial beyond the 60 davs, it shall state on the record the facts
proved that justify its finding. A statement of facts proved shall be entered in the
minutes.
SEcrION 2i. Section 1050.1 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition 115
at the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
1050.1. In any case in which two or more defendants are jointly charged in the
same complaint, indictment. or information, and the court or magistrate, for good
cause shown, continues the arraignment. preliminary hearing, or trial of one or
more defendants, the continuance shall, upon motion of the prosecuting attorney.
constitute good cause to continue the remaining defendants' cases so as to
maintain joinder. The court or magistrate shall not cause jointly charged cases to
be severed due to the unavailability or unpreparedness of one or more defendants
unless it appears to the court or magistrate that it will be impossible for all
defendants to be available and prepared within a reasonable period of time.
SEcrIOi\ 28. Chapter 10 (commencing with Section 1054, of Title 6 of Part
2 of the Penal Code, as added by Proposition U5 at the June 5, 1990 Primary
Election, is amended to read:
CHAPTER 10. DISCOVERY
1054. This chapter shall be interpreted to give effect to all of the following
purposes:
(a) To promote the ascertainment of truth in trials by requiring timel\' pretrial
discovery.
.
(b) To save court time by requiring that discovery be conducted informally
between and among the parties before judicial enforcement is requested.
(c) To save court time in trial and avoid the necessity for frequent
interruptions and postponements.
(d) To protect victims and witnesses from danger, harassment, and undue
delay of the proceedings.
(e) To provide that no discovery shall occur in criminal cases except as
prOvided by this chapter, other express statutof\' provisions, or as mandated bl'
the Constitution of the United States.
1054.1. The prosecuting attorney shall disclose to the defendant or his or her
attorney all of the following materials and information, if it is in the possession of
the prosecuting attorney or if the prosecuting attorney knows it to be in the
possession of the investigating agencies:
(a) The names and addresses of persons the prosecutor intends to call as
witnesses at trial.
(b) Statements of all defendants.
(c) All relevant real evidence seized or obtained as a part of the investigation
of the offenses charged.
(d) The existence of a felony conviction of any material witness whose
credibility is likely to be critical to the outcome of the trial.
(e) Any exculpatory evidence.
(f) Relevant written or recorded statements of witnesses or-reports of the
statements of \l<itnesses whom the prosecutor intends to call at the trial, including
any reports or statements of experts made in conjunction with the case, including
the results of physical or mental examinations, scientific tests, experiments, or
comparisons which the prosecutor intends to offer in evidence at the trial.
1054.2. No attorney may disclose or permit to be disclosed to a defendant the
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address or teiephone numoer of a Vlchm or v;Itne,~ Wllo>t' naIll!' is dISClosed to
the attornel' pursuant. te ~ubdil'ision, a
Seciion 1054.1 unless specifIcally
permItted to do so bl' the court after a twann(! ana ;J showing of !,ood cause
1054.3. The defendant and his or her attorney shali dIsclose to the prosecutmg
attorne\"
la, The names and addresses of persons. othE'r than thE' defE'ndant. hp or she
intends to call as witnesses a~ triai. to!!ethe~ with am relevant written or recorded
statements of those persons. or. rpports of the statements of thosp persons
mct.udmg_an~' reports or statements ot expem maae in connection WIth the casC\........J
mC:ludmg the results of phl'Slcal or m!"ntaJ exammatlOns. SCIentIfIC tests.,
experiments. or compansons which lhe defendant Intends to oEi!"r III e\'ldeuce at
the trial.
(bi Any real evidence which the d!"fendant intends to offer in e\'idence at tht'
tnal.
1054.4. Nothing in this chapter shall he construed as limltmg am' Jaw
enforcement or prosecuting agenc\' from obtaining nonteshmonial e\'idence to
the extent permitted bl- law on the ~ opera/ice date of this section.
1054.5. I a 1 \0 order rE'quiring disco\-eT\' shall be made in criminal cases
except as provided in thIS chapte~ This chapter shall be the only means by which
the defendant mal' compel the disclosure or productIOn of mformation from
prosecuting attorneys. law el!iorcement agencIes which in\'estHzated or prepared
the case agamst the defenoant. or anI' other persons or agenCIes whicl: the
pro~ecuting attorney or inve~tigating ag!"ncl' mal' have emplo\~ed to assist th!"m In
perlorming their duties.
Ib) Betore a partl' may seek court enforcement of anI" of the disclosures
required by this chapter. the party shall make an informal 'request of opposing
counsel for the desired materials and information. If within 15 dan. the opposm~
counsel fails to provi~e the mateTlals and informatIOn requested, the part)' ma~
seek a court order. ('pon a showing that a party has not comphed WIth SectIOn
1054.1 or 1054.3 and upon a showing that the moving party complied with thE'
informal discovery procedure provided in thIS subdivision. a court rna)' make an)'
order necessary to enforce the provisions of this chapter. including, but not
limited to. immediate disclosure. contempt proceedings, delaying or prohibiting
the testimony of a witness or the presentation of real evidence. continuanc!" of
the matter. or any other lawful order. Further, the court mal" advise the jury of
any' failure or refusal to disclose and of am' untimeh' disclosure.
'IC) The court may prohibit the testimony of a \\:itness pursuant to subdivision
(b I only if all other sanctions have been exhausted. The court shall not dismiss a
charge pursuant to subdi\ision (bl unless required to do so bl' the Constitution of
the United States.
.
1054.6. "either the defendant nor the prosecuting attorney is required to
disclose any materials or information which are work product as defined in
subdivision I c) of Section 2018 of the Code of Cil-il Procedure, or which are
privileged pursuant to an express statutory pro\'ision, or are privileged as
provided by the Constitution of the United States.
1054.7. The disclosures required under this chapter shall be made at least 30
days prior to the trial. unless good cause is shown why a disclosure should be~ .
denied, restricted, or deferred. If the material and information becomes known.. ~.'
to, or comes mto the possessIOn of, a party wlthm 30 days of trial, disclosure shall
be made immediately, unless good cause is shown why a disclosure should be
denied, restricted, or deferred. "Good cause" is limited to threats or possible
danger to the safety of a victim or witness, possible loss or destruction of
e\idence, or possible compromise of other investigations bv law enforcement.
Upon the request of any parh~, the court may permit a showing of good cause
for the demal or regulation of disclosures, or an\' portion of that shOWing, to be
made in camera. A verbatim record shall be made of any such proceeding. If the
court enters an order granting relief follOwing a showing in camera, the entire
record of the sho\\ing shall be sealed and preserved in the records of the court,
and shall be made available to an appellate court in the event of an appeal or
writ. In its discretion, the trial court may after trial and conviction, unseal any
pre\;ously sealed matter.
SEcrIOl\' 29. Section 1102.5 of the Penal Code is repealed.
HOO:& +itt ~ ftI6fieft; ~flP8SeCttH~ ~ Be eftft+Iee te ~ frefft ~
sefelllitlftt eP 1M eP ftep ~ ttH stdteffleflt9. ~ eP fteweo..er.!'pesep. eli; D¥ _
~ wiftIe!I! etfter ~ ~ sefetlstlftt. iIffet. ~ wtHtes!t ~ ~ eft ~
ell&HIilllttiell ftf tfiftt, At ~ ~ at ~ sefeftsltllt eP 1M eP ftep eettfISet, +lie
eettI't ~ l'e'Iiew +lie stlttelflellt if! _
ftIIft IiHtit ~ te fttese ~
witftift +lie ~ at ~ tMeet testilftellJ at +lie ~ 1\5 ti3eti'if! tIM seetieIt; +lie
5tlttelflellt at It witttess ~ ~ stllfllflltries, ettt ~ ttet Htettt6e +lie
ilfl!,reS!ftl!lIs. eefteitlsiell5. ~ eP •
~ eP Hteeries at +lie sefellsltllt
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SECIlO" 30. Section 1102.7 of the Penal Code is repealed.
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SECTION 31. Section 1385.1 of the Penal Code. as added by Proposition u.s
at the June 5. 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
1385.1. \otwithstandin~ Section 1385 or any other provision of law, a judge
~hall not strike or dismiss any sp«;cial circumstance which is admitted bv a plea of
'.\uiltv or nolo contendere or IS found by a Jury or court as provIded 10 SectIons
190. f to 190.5. inclusive.
SECTIO:-; 32. Section 1430 of the Penal Code is repealed,
+.t;;g, ~ !,rBseetitift!l1lftet'fte¥ ~ ~ f&.: Sf' fftIlite Iiee~miele f6f'
ifts!," eli811 .-l ~ e,., tfte ael'eftaltftt ffl' e8tIII!!el; ~ tfte ~ ~
Ilftti efflfte ~ ~ tfte ~ ~ 1i!'!'eS.Sllee
~ Sf' ~ it
aeterflliftlt1i8ft e... it fIIltllistrllte HtItt tfte aefeftallftt e1tft re!,reseftt ~ M
~ tt tlftll.itil~ele te fke I"'Bseetitiftll ~ Itt fke fifHe
tMt d!l!lellPlillee
Sf' aeterPftiftltlieft, tfte ~ ~ &e aeli.erea wtffttft +we ~ ~
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SECTIO:-.i 33. Section 1511 of the Penal Code, as added by ProposItion 1[;) at
.
the June 5, 1990 Primary Election, is reenacted to read:
1511. If in a felonv case the superior court sets the trial beyond the penod of
time specified in Sec'tion 1049.5, in violation of Section 1049.5, or continues the
hearing of any matter without good cause, and good cause is re<juired bv law for
such a continuance. either party may file a petition for wnt of mandate or
prohibition in the court of appeal seeking immediate appellate ~eview of the
ruling setting the trial or granting the continuance: Such a petItion shall have
precedence over all other cases in the court to whIch the petItIon IS assIgned,
including, but not limited to. cases that originate~ in the juvenile court. If the
court of appeal grants a peremptory writ, it shall ISsue the wnt ~d a remittitur
three court days after its decision becomes final as to that c,?urt If s~c~ actIon IS
necessary to prevent mootness or to prevent frustration ot the rehet granted,
notwithstanding the right of the parties to file a petition for revIew In the
Supreme Court. When the court of appeal issues the wnt and remittItur as
provided herein, the writ shall command the superior court. to proceed with the
criminal case without further delav, other than that reasonaoly necessary for the
parties to obtain the attendance of their witnesses.
.
.
. ,
The Supreme Court may stay or recall the issuance of the wnt and renuttitur.
The Supreme Court's failure to stay or recall the issuance of the Writ and
., remittitur shall not deprive the respondent or the real party ill mterest at ItS nght
to file a petition for review in the Supreme Court.

TITLE IV,
E~IERGE:,\CY

CORRECTIONAL FACILITIES
SECTION 34. Chapter Ii (commencing with Section 7450) is added to Title 7
of Part 3 of the Penal Code, to read:
Article I. General Provisions
7-150. As used in this chapter, the following terms have the following
meanings:
(a) "Committee" means the Emergency Correctional Facility Finance
Committee created pursuant to Section 7462,
(b) "Fund" means the Emergency Correctional Facility Bond Fund created
pursuant to Section 7455.
ICI The primary purpose of the facilities authorized by this title shall be to
house inmates with drug abuse problems in order to prOVIde them u;lth II) a
drug-free environment. and (2) drug treatment programs which shall also be
intel?rated with parole and probation supervision programs.
rdl Cost efficiency of construction and operation and effectiveness of
treatment shafl be of paramount concern, Facilities authonzed"by thIS sectlO71
shall be constructed within the limits of the appropriation except as authonzed
by the Joint Prison Constroction and Operations Committe~ of the Le,ljislature.
The /acilities shall be designed and constructed using an e/fiC/ent ana effectlL'e
low-cost design,
A. rticle 2. Emerf~ency Correctional Facilities
i-I5.i The proceeds of bands issued and sold purSUfJ71t to this chapter shall be
deposited in the Emergency Correctional Facility Bond FU71d, which IS hereby
created.
7456. (oj Money in the fund, up to a limit of thr~e hundred six million
dollars (S306.000.000) may lie amilable for the acquIsItIon and constroction of
state correctional facilities. For that purpose. acquisition includes the purchase of
property, the lease of property for a period of not less than 20 years. and any
other acquisition of property that grants a right ~o occupy, the propeTfY for at least
20 years. and constroction i71cludes the remOdelmg of eXlstmg (aC/btles.
"
I bi J/oney in the fund. up to a limit of four hundred thirty-four mll"on
dollars ($434.000.000) shall be available for the acquisition and constroction of
local and rellional confinement and treatment facilities for the housmg of
pm-uTlers lL'ho mIght otherwise be housed in county jails.
Article J. Fiscal Provisions
';-160. Bonds in the total amouTlt of seven hundred forty million dolwrs
I S';40JJOOJ)()()), or so much thereof as IS necessary. ma!, be issued aTld sold to
proVIde a fund to be used for carrying out the purposes exvre,fsed in this chapter
alld to be used to reimburse the Gt!neral Obligation Bond Expense ReL'olvmlj
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Fund pursuant to SectiOIl /6724.5 of the Government Code. The bonds shall, when
sold. be and constitute a valid and binding obligation of the State of California,
Ilnd the full faith aTld credit of the State of California is hereby pledged for the
punctual payment of both principal of. and interest on. the bonds as the
principal and interest become due aTld payable.
;"461. The bonds authoTlzed by this chapter shall be prepared. executed.
issued. sold, paid. and redeemed as provided in the State General Oblillation
Bond Law (Chapter 4 (commencinl? with Section 16720) of PllrtJ of Division 4 of
Title 2 of the Government Code J, and all of the provisions of that law apply to
the bonds and to this chapter and are hereby incorporated in this chapter as
though set forth in full in this chapter.
';462. 10) Solely lor the purpose of authorizing the issuallce and sale.
pursuant to the State General Obligation Bond Law. of the bonds authorized by
this chapter. the Emergency Correctional Facility Finance Committee is hereby
created. For purposes o{ this chapter, the Emergency Correctional Facilitll
Finance Committee is "the committee" as that term is used in the State General
Obligation Bond Law, The committee consists of the Controller. the Treasurer. the
Director of Finance. the Director of Corrections. and the Chairperson of the Board
of Corrections. or their designated representatives. A majority of the committee
may act for the committee,
(b) F"or purposes of the State General Obligation Bond Law. the Departmellt
of Corrections is designated the "board. ..
';-163. The committee shall determine whether it is necessary or desirable to
issue bonds authorized pursuant to this chapter in order to cam] out the actions
specified in Section 7456 and. if so. the amount of bonds to be issued and sold.
Successive issues of bonds may be authorized and sold to carry out those actions
progressively. and it is not necessary that all of the bands authorized to be issued
be sold at anyone time.
7464. There shall be collected each year and in the same manner and at the
same time as other state revenue is collected. in addition to the ordinary revenues
of the state. a sum in an amount required to pay the prillcipal of. and interest on.
the bonds each year. and it is the duty of all officers charged by law with any
duty in regard to the collection of the re~'enue to do and perform each and every
act which is necessary to co//ect that additional sum.
7465. NotWithstanding Section /JJ40 of the Government Code, there is hereby
appropriated from the General Fund. in the State Treasury, for the purposes of
this chapter. an amount that wi// equol the totol of the fo/lowin,!:
(a) The sum annually necessary to pay the principal of. and interest on. bonds
issued and sold pursuant to this chapter, as the principafand interest become due
and payable,
ib) The sum which is necessary to carry out the provisions of Section 7466.
appropriated without regard to fiscal years.
';466. For the purposes of carrying out this chapter. the Director of Finallce
may authorize the withdrawal from the General Fund of an amount or amounts
not to exceed the amount of the unsold bonds which have been authorized by the
committee to be sold for the purpose of carrying out this chapter. A ny amounts
withdrawn shall be depasited in the fund. Any money made available UTlder this
section shall be returned to the General Fund from money recei~V!d from the sale
of bonds for the purpose of carrying out this chapter.
7467. .1// money deposited in the fund which is derived from premium and
accrued interest on bonds sold shall be resen'ed in the fund and shall be
available for transfer to the General Fund as a credit to expenditures for bond
interest.
7468. The bonds may be refunded in accordance with Article 6 (commencing
u'ith Section /6780) of Chapter 4 of Part 3 of Division 4 of Title 2 of the
Government Code.
7469.' The People hereby find and declare that, inasmuch as the proceeds from
the sale of bonds authorized by this chapter are not "proceeds of taxes" as that
term is used in Artic/e XIII B of the California Constitution. the disbursement of
. these proceeds is not subject to the limitations imposed by that article.
SECTION 35. (a) The Department of Corrections is hereby authorized to
construct and establish confinement and treatment facilities totalling 8,000 beds.
together with necessary service facilities.
I b) The facilities authorized bv this section shall be used for the confinement
and treatment of inmates committed to the Department of Corrections.
(c) Preference for construction shall be given to a site on federal property in
the Mojave Desert.
(d) The department may acquire property for the purposes of this section bv
purchase. by lease with a term of at least 20 years. or by any similar arrangement
that provides the department with the right to occupy the property for at least 20
years. Construction may include the adaptation of existing facilities.
(e I Anv contract or subcontract for the construction of facilities authorized bv
this section shall provide for payment of wages to all workers no less than the
general prevailing rate of per diem wages for work of a similar character in the
locality in which the work is performed, and no less than the general prevailing
rate of per diem wages for holiday and overtime work.
SECTION 36. la) The Department of Corrections is authorized to construct
and establish confinement and treatment facilities to house prisoners who might
otherwise be housed in county jails. These facilities shall be operated by counties.
as authorized bv law. Counties mav contract with the Department of Corrections
to operate all or any portion of these facilities.
Ib I Facilities with a total capacity of 6,000 beds shall be located in southern
California. For that purpose. "southern California" means the Counties of Santa
Barbara. Kern. and San Bernardino, and the more southerlv counties.
I c I Other facilities. having a capacity of 4.000. beds. shall be located in northern
California in the vicinity of the counties bordenng the San FranCISCO Bay.
,d\ Sections 6029 and 6030 of the Penal Code 5hall not apply to facilities
constructed under this section.
Ie) ;\.nv contract or subcontract for the construction of facilities authorized bv
this section shall provide for payment of wa~es to all workers no less than the
general prevailing rate of per diem wages for work of a similar character in the
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loealitl' in which the worK II perrormed. and no less than the generai prelaIlmg
rate of per diem wages for holidal and overtime work
SEcrIO\ 37. The sum 01 seven hundred fort\' million dollars I S740.000.000 ,
is herebv appropriated from the Emergent'l' Correctional F acilitl' Bond F unci for
use as follows:
I a I The sum of three hundred six million dollars 'S306.000.000 i is appropriated
to the Department of CorrectIOns for the facilities authorized bl' SectIOn 35.
I b I \ 1I The sum of two hundred sixt\'-four million dollars (8264.000.000' i,
appropriated to the Department of CorrectIons lor the joint use jail facilities m
southern California authorized b\· Section 36.
(2) The sum of one hundred sevent\' million dollars (SI70.000.000i is
appropriated to the Department of Correc'tlOns for the joint use Jaii facilities m
northern California authorized bv Section 36.
I C) Funds appropriated by this section shall be available for purposes. as
necessary, of site acqUisition. site studies and suitabilitv reports. environmental
studies. master planning. architectural pro!!ramming. schematics. preliminan
plans. working drawings. construction. and long-lead and equipment items. For
that purpose. site acqUisition includes the payment for the right to occupy the
property for at least 20 vears.
TITLE \'
FF\DI'\G
SECTIO\ 38. Section liOO&.5 is added to the Revenue and TaxatIon Code. to
read:
17008.5. (01 The pror:isions of Section 7704 of the Internal Rer;enue Code.
relating to certain publiclu traded partnerships treated as corporations. shall
apply fa taxable {lears begi;l7ling OIl or after Jalluary 1. 1991. except that SectlOlI
10211 (C) (2) of Public Lou' 1fXJ-2OJ shall appiu.
(bl The amendments to SectIOn 7704 of tile Internal Rer;enue Code made by
Section 2004 of Public Lou' 100-647. relating to certain publicly traded
partnerships treated as corporations. shall apply to taxable years be{;!mning on or
after January 1. 1991.
SECTIO!\ 39. Section 17062 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
17062. (a) In addition to the other taxes imposed by this part. there is hereby
imposed for each taxable year. a tax equal to the excess. if any. of-+il) The tentative minimum tax for the taxable vear. over
12) The regular tax for the taxable year.
.
(bl For purposes of this chapter, each of the follo\\ing shall apply:
(1) The tentative minimum tax shall be computed in accordance with Sections
55 to 59. inclusive. of the Internal Re\'enue Code. except as otherwise prOVided in
this part.
(2) The regular tax shall be the amount of tax imposed by Section li041 or
17048. reduced by credits for taxes paid to other states allowed bv Chapter 12
(commencing \\ith Section 18001).
(3) (A) Toe pro\isions of Section 55(bl ill of the Internal Revenue Code shall
be modified to pro\ide that the tentative minimum tax for the taxable year shall
be equal to 7 percent of so much of the alternative minimum taxable income for
the taxable year as exceeds the exemption amount. reduced by the alternative
credit for taxes paid to other states as allowed by Chapter 12 (commencing with
Section 18001),
(B) In the case of a nonresident or part-year resident. the tentative minimum
tax shall be computed as if the nonresident or part-year resident were a resident
for the entire year multiplied by the ratio of California adjusted gross income I as
modified for purposes of this chapter I to total adjusted gross income from all
sources (as modified for purposes of this chapter). For purposes of computing the
tax under subparagraph (A) and gross income from all sources. the net operating
loss deduction pro\ided in Section 56 (d) of the Internal Revenue Code shall be
computed as if the taxpaver were a resident for all prior years.
(C) For purposes of this section. the term "California adjusted gross income"
includes each of the following:
(i) For any period during which the taxpayer was a resident of this state las
defined by Section 17014), all items of adjusted gross income (as modified for
purposes of this chapter), regardless of source.
(ii) For any period during which the taxpayer was not a resident of this state.
only those items of adjusted gross income (as modified for purposes of this
chapter) which were derived from sources within this state. determined in
accordance with Chapter 11 (commencing \\ith Section 17951),
(4) (A) If there was a deferral of preference tax under former Section 17064.8
for any taxable year beginning before January 1, 1987. and the amount of the
deferred tax has not been paid for any taxable year beginning before January 1.
1987, the amount of the net operating loss carryovers which may be carried to
taxable years beginning after December 31, 1986, for purposes of this chapter.
shall be reduced by the amount of the tax preferences attributable to the
deferred tax which has not been paid.
(B) In the case of a net operating loss allowed to be carried forward under
subdivision (d) of Section 17276, subparagraph (A) shall apply to the extent that
such a loss would have resulted in a deferred tax under prior law.
(5) The provisions of Section 57(a) (5) of the Internal Revenue Code, relating
to tax-exempt interest shall not be applicable.
(6) The provisions of Section 59 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to
the alternative minimum tax foreign tax credit. shall not be applicable.
(7) Section 56 (b I (l) IE) of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to standard
deduction and deduction for personal exemptions not allowed. is modified. for
purposes of this part. to deny the standard deduction allowed bl' Section 17073.5.
~ +fte IIHlell8rftellts ffl !!eetieft ~ et +fte fltteIoft!It ~ Geee tMftt.>
e,. eeettett ~ et Ptt9Iie ±:.IIW ~ ~ HI HlilliHlIIHl fIH!-: ~ 11M
~
SEcrIOr\ 40. Section 17094 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is repealed.
~ +fte !,re ,oisiells et !!eetieft 8i- et +fte fflterftIIt ~ Geee, ~ HI
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SECTIO\ 41. Section 17279 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is repealpd.
Ji2i~·. +fit. !lrRdjl~n ttf ~ ~ tot ~ btt¥.- -HIQJ!!Q&. ~ HI
dlfl8Pttilllti8H ei ~ ~ ~ t'6!Ib: 'Ifttt!I ftffl ~
SECTIO'\ 4:2. SectIOn 17560 of the Re\'enup and TaxatIOn Cooe 1, amenc1ed to
read:
17560. Ul; :\t the eiectIon of ~he taxpa~·er. the pro\isions Ot ~ectlon ~53C o~
--',
the Internal Revenue Code. relatifll! to certall1 mdebtedness treateo al pa\'mentV
on mstallment oblIgatIOns. shall not be applicable.
(b, (I, If an electIOn is not made under subdivision I a I. then for purposes of
applying the pro\1SlOns of Section 453C of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to
certain indebtedness treated as a pal'ment 011 installment obh"atlon,. tht·
provisions of Sections 8111c) 121. 811(cl 141. 811,c) 161. and 8111cI (71 of Public
Law 99-514. as modifIed b\ Section l008(fl of Public Law lOO-64i. shall appl,.
(21 The provisions of Section 812 of Public Law 99-514. relatIng to the
disallowance of use of installment method for certain obligatIOns as modified bl'
Section IOOS(gl of Public Law lOO-64i. shall apply to taxable years beginning on
or after Januar\' I. 198i.
~ +fie Ml\"jef\allleHI~ ffi ~ ~ ~ tt!!& ~ tMftt.>lw ~ ~ ~
~ bttw ~ ~ ffi iH5~1i!ll\"jeHt ~ ~ 11M ~
~ +fie dHlel~affieHt. HI ~ ~ 4~ tt!!& 4~ ~ lw ~ ~
~ ~ HI iHslalllllellt ~

4ttH ftffl ~
.
Icl The repeal of Section 45JC of the Intemal Rer;enue Code by Sectioll
10202(0) of Public Lou' 100-203. relatinl! to repeal of the proportionate
disallowance of the installmmt method. shall apply to disposlti(J1ls ill taxable
{lears be{;!illnillg on or after janua1?J 1. 1991.
(d) (I I The amendments to Section 453 of the Internal Rer;enue Cod(' bu
Sectioll 20()4 of Public Lou' 1()()-647, relatinf! 'to the il1stailment method. shall
apply to taxaEle years be{;!i1millg on or after )a II uary I. 1991.
12J In the case of allY illstallmentobli{!ation to which Section 453(/II]),B: of
the Intemal Rer;ellue Code applies. in lieu of the prol'isiOllS of Sectioil
-I53(/) (3) IA) of the Internal Revenue Code. the tax imposed under Section 17041
or 17048 for any taxable year for which payment is received 011 that obligation
shall be increased by the amoullt of interest determined in the manner pro/Jided
under Section 453 (I !I 31 (B) of the Inten/al Re7:enue Code.
(31 The pror:isiOllS of Sectioll 10202(e)(2.' and 10204 (b) 121(B I of Public Lou'
100-203. relating to change in method of accounting. are modified to provide that
any adjustments required by Section 481 of the Illternal Rer;enue Code shall be
included in (;!ross illcome as follows:
fA I F~fty- percellt ill the/irst taxable year beginnill{! on or after january 1.
1991.
(B) Fifty percent in the second taxable year beginning 011 or after january 1.
1991.
Ie I I I) The amendments to Section 45JA of the Internal Revenue Code made
by Section 2004 of Public Lau' 1fXJ-647. reiating to special rules for 1l0ndeaiers.
shall apply to taxable years beginning on or after January 1. 1991.
~
(2) In the case of any installment obli{!ation to which Section 45JA of the
Internal Revenue Code applies and which is outstanding as of the close of the
taxable year. in lieu of the provisions of Section 453A (c) (I I of the Illtemal
Revenue Code. the tax imposed under Section 17041 or 17048 for the taxable Ilear
shall be increased by the amount of interest determined in the manner prot'ided
under Section 453A IC' (2) of the Illternal Revellue Code.
13/ The pror:isions of Section 453A (c) (31 (B) of the Internal Rer;enue Code.
relating to the maximum rate used in calculating the deferred tax liabilit!/. are
modified to·refer to the maximum rate of tax imposed under Section 17041 ill lieu
of the maximum rate of tax imposed under Section 1 or 1I of the Internal Revellue
Code.
SEcrIO!\' 43. Section 17561 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
17561. ia) For purposes of this part. the pro\isions of Section 469(d) (2) of the
Internal Revenue Code. relating to passive acti\ity credits. are modified to refer
to the following credits:
(1) The credit for research expenses allowed by Section 17052.12.
(2) The credit for certain wages paid (targeted jobs) allowed by Section
17053.7.
(3) The credit for clinical testing expenses allowed by Section 17057.
(4) The credit for low-income housing allowed by Section 17058.
(b) For purposes of applying the provisions of Section 469(il of the Internal
Revenue Code. relating to the twenty-five thousand dollars ($25.000) offset for
rental real estate activitieS:
.
II) The dollar limitation for the credit allowed under Section li058 (relating
to low-income housing \ shall be equal to seventy-five thousand dollars (875.000)
in lieu of the amount soecified in Section 4691il (2) of the Internal Revenue Code.
(2) The term "adjusted gross income," as defined in Section 469(i) (3) m:.
shall mean the amount required to be shown as adjusted gross income on the
federal tax return for the same taxable year determined \\ithout regard to(A) Any amount includible in gross income on the federal tax return under
Section 86 of the Internal Revenue Code.
IB) AnI' amount allowed as a deduction on the federal tax return under
Section 219 of the Internal Revenue Code.
(C) Any passive activity loss.
(c) Section 502 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-514) shall apply.
I d) For taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1987. the provisions of
Section .10212 of Public Law 100-203. relating to treatment of publich' traded
partnerships under Section 469 of the Internal Revenue Code. shall be applicable.
Ie) The amendments to Section 469(k) of the Internal Rel'enue Code made by
Section 2004 of Public Lou' 1fXJ-647. relating to separate applicatioll of SectIon 469
in case of pUblicly traded partnerships. shall apply to taxable years be,.inning on
or after january 1. 199J.
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SECTIO:-'; 44. Section li363 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
17363. ~~ttf~~ttftfte~~~~~
WQIH. ttf Ptte!te ktw ~ ~ te tIeeI'tI!It ttf ~ ~ ~ ft6t ~
ia I In the case oj al/y taxIJ(Jyer who elected to haL'e Section .j6J of the II/temai
Revenue Code oj 1986 appiy for that taxpayer:\" last taxable year bei!iTIIIIIIi! pnor
to january I. 1991. lIr1d u:ho IS requIred to chal/i!e his or her method ofllCCOUrltlTl1!
~ reasol/ of thl! IImendments made by the act IIddillg this prot:isIIJIl. each of the
,1l0u'I'nl! shall apply:
- ,1) The chanl!e sillJil be treated as initiated by the taxpayer.
I]) The chan!!e shall be treated as hadlll! been made u'lth the consent of the
Franchise Tax Board.
,.]) The net amount of adjustmeTlts required by Chapter 6 !commencinl! u'ith
Sectiol/ I,~),jl) to be taken illtO account by the taxpayer:
d 1 Shall be reduced by the balance in the suspense account. under SectiOlI
-I631cI of the Intemal Rn-enue Code as of the close of the last taxable year
bef,(inllln!! before january I, 1991. and
I B) Shall be taken illtO account over the tu'O taxable year period berpllllinl!
u'ith the taxable year folloWing that last taxable year. as jiJllows:
The percental!e to be
III the case of the:
taken iI/to account IS:
1st lear
50
]nd lear
50
Ib) :VotwithstandiTII! subpara!!raph (B) of paragraph (.]) ofsubdivl:siOlI lal.
if the period durin!? u·lI,ch the adjustments are required to be takeTI into account
under Chapter 6 IcommeTICinl! u'ith Section 17551) is less than tu'o years. those
adjustments shall be taken into account ratably over the shorter period.
SECTIO:-i 43. Section li364 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
17564. i a I Long-term contracts shall be accounted for in accordance WIth the
special rules set forth in Section 460 of the Internal Revenue Code.
I bl
(l I The provisions of Section 804(dl of Public Law 99-514, relating to the
effective date of modifications in the method of accounting for 10nlS·term
contracts. shall be applicable to taxable years beginning on or after January I,
1987.
12.) In the case of a contract entered into after February 28, 1986. during a
taxable year beginning before January I, 198i, an adjustment to income shail be
made upon completion of the contract, if necessarv, to correct anv
underreporting or o\'erreporting of income, for purposes of this part, resultinlS
from differences between state and federal law for the taxable vear in whIch the
contract began.
.
~ ~ IIfHell8fHellt~ te ~ 400 ttf tfte ffltefflttt ~ ~ fHft6e lw
Seefteft ~ ttf Ptte!te ktw ~ ~ te II re8Metiell itt ~ Ilereelltllfe 6f
itefM ~ iftte !IeeettM ltftelep ~ eeHllliele8 ~ ~ ~ ft6t ~
+4\. ~ tlfHell8fHellis te ~ 400 at tfte ffltefflttt ~ ~ fHft6e lw
/..
. ~ at Ptte!te ~ ~ ~ te II re8Metiell itt tfte llereellt8~e 6f
~ iftte!IeeettM ltftelep tfte eefHfliete8 ~ ~ ~~ ~
ICI In the case of a contract entered into after October 13, 1987. durinl! a
taxable year beginning before january 1, 1991, aT/ adjustment to iT/come shall be
made upon completion of the contract, if T/ecessary, to correct aT/y uT/derreportinl!
or orerreportin!? of income. for purposes of this part, resulting from differences
between state and federal [au' for taxabfe years beginT/inl! prior to jaTlUaTlJ I.
1991.
,d) III the case of a COT/tract entered into after JUT/e 20, 1988, duriT/1! a taxable
/fear bel!l1l1ling before jaT/uary I. 1991, an adjustment to income shall be made
upon completion of the COT/tract. If necessaTlj, to correct aT/y underreportinJ! or
overreportiT/f,( of in~ome'liJr pu.rposes of this part. resulting from aifferences
betweeT/ state aT/d jedera law jor taxable years bel!l1lT/lIll! pnor to january I,
1991.
lei For purposes of applying Section 460(al 12) of the Internal Revenue Code.
relatinlS to 90 percent look-back method. :lnV adjustment to income computed
under subdivision Ibl , rcl, or Id! shall be deemed to have been reported in the
taxable year from which the adjustment arose, rather than the taxable vear in
which the contract was completed.
SECTION 46. Section 23038.5 is added to the Revenue and Taxation Code. to
read:
]3038.5. Ill) The prol'lsions of Section ;--;04 of the IT/ternal ReeeT/ue Code,
relating to certain publicly traded partnerships treated as corporatioT/s. shail
apply to income years bel!innin!? on or after january j, 1991, except that Section
10211 Ici (2) of Public Law It»203 shall apply.
! bl The amendments to Section i704 of the IT/ternal ReL'enue Code made by
Sectiorl 2004 of' Public Lau' 100-647, relatinl! to certain publicly traded
parlTlerships treated as corporations, shall apply to iTlcome years bes<iT/ning OTI or
after january I, 1991.
SECTIO\' -Ii. Section 23456 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
23456. For purposes of this part. Section 56 of the Internal Revenue Code is
modified as follows:
lal II) Section 56,al 12\ of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to mining
exploration and development costs, shall apply only to expenses incurred during
income years bf'~nninlS on or after January 1, 1988.
12) Section .561a1151 of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to pollution
control facilities, shall applY onlv to amounts allowable as a deduction under
"'ection 24.3i2.3.
r ..;.,. +fte ~fflelll:ifHellt! te ~ ~ e+ tfte ~ ~ ~ fHft6e
ffi. ~ ~ at ~ ktw -HWBQ&. ~ te IflinifHMfH HI!;, 4htt+ ~
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,bl Section .561c1121 of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to \(erchant
\Iarine CapItal Construction Funds, shall not be applicable.
'C I ' I, For purposes of applvinlS Section .56 (d \ of the Internal Reyenue Code,
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all references to "December]1, 1986," are modified to read "December 31, 1987,"
and all references to ''Januarv I, 1987," are modified to read "January I, 1988."
,2 i i A I If there was a deferral of preierence tax under former Section 23405
for any income year beginning before January 1. 19118. and the amount of the
deferred tax has not been paid for anv income vear beginning before January I,
1988, the amount of the net operating loss carrYovers which may be carried to
income years begmmng after December ,11. 19in, for purposes of this chapter,
shall be reduced bv the amount of the tax preferences attributable to the
deferred tax which has not been paid.
, B) In the case of a net opera tin IS loss allowed to be carned forward under
mbdivision lei of Section 2.4416, subparalSTaph I :\, shall apply to the extent that
such a loss would have re3uited m a deferred tax under pnor law.
, d I i I) Section .36, FI i 2 \ (B I a{ the Itltemal Rn'enue Code, relating to
Cldjustments for certam taxes, is modified to read: The amount determmed under
subparagraph 1:\ I shall be appropriately adjusted to disrelSard any tax on or
measured bv income.
,2, The iast sentence of Section 361fl 12\ IBI of the IT/ternal Rer;enue Code.
relating to taxes imposed bv a foreilSn country or possession, shall not be
applicable.
1.31 Section 561fl12, IClli\ of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to
consolidated returns. is modified to substitute "combined report"·for
.. consolidated return."
.4, Section .56(fI12) Ie, Iii) of the Internal Revenue Code, relatinlS to
treatment of dividends of related corporations, is modified to read: Adjusted net
book income shall take into account only those dividends lor portions thereof I
which have been included in net income for purposes of determining the regular
tax.
151 Section 56 (f) (2) IF) of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to treatment of
dividends from 936 corporations, shall not be applicable.
,61 Section 56if1 !2) !G) of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to rules for
:I.laska native corporations. shall not be applicable.
ii', With respect to corporations which are not subject to the tax imposed
under Chapter 2 I commencinlS with Section 23101), the amount of interest
income included in book income shall not exceed the amount of interest income
included for purposes of the regular tax.
i8, :\.ppropriate adjustments shall be made to limit deductions from book
income for interest expense in accordance with Sections 24344 and 24425.
I e I Section 56 (g) 14 i I AI of the Internal Revenue Code ~ Be is modified to
provide that in the case of any property placed in service on or after January 1,
1981. and prior to January 1. 1987, and not described in clause (i), Iii), or liiil of
Section 56(g) !4\ (.-\1 of the Internal Revenue Code, the amount allowable as
depreciation or amortization with respect to that property shall be the same
amount that would have been allowable for the income vear had the taxpayer
depreciated the property under the strailSht-line method for each income year of
the useful life (determined without regard to Section 24354.2 or 24381) for which
the taxpayer has held the property. I fl 111 Section .56, g I 14 I, C\ of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to
disallowance of items not deductible in computing earnings and profits, shaH be
modified as follows:
I : \ I :\ deduction shall be allowed for amounts allowable as a deduction for
purposes of the regular tax under Sections 24402, 24410. 2.44ll, and 25106.
B\ Section 56 (g) 14 I !C\ Iii) of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to special
rule for 100 percent di\idends. shall not be ap~licable.
,C) Section 56 (g) ,.41 I C\ 1iii, of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to speCIal
rule for dividends from Section 936 companies. shall not be applicable.
:2 I \Vith respect to corporations which are not subject to the tax imposed
under Chapter 2. Icommencing with Section 231O[) , the amount of interest
income included in the adjusted current earnings shall not exceed the amount of
in terest income included for purposes oi the regular tax.
1.31 .\ppropriate adjustments shall be made to limit deductions from adjusted
current earnings for interest expense in accordance with tfte Ilre. i!iell~ e+
Sections 24344 and 24425.
SECTro:--; 48. Section 23732 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
23i32. The provisions of Section 512 of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to
unrelated business taxable income, shall apply ~ 8fftefltiee ~ Ptte!te ktw ~ .
except as otherwise provided.
'al Section .312(a) 12\ of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to special rules
for foreign organizations, shall not be applicable.
,bl Section 5121al ,3) of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to special rules
jpplicable to certain orlSanizations, shall be modified as follows:
, I I The reference to Section 501 (c, 1;\ of the Internal Revenue Code. relating
to clubs org;amzed for pleasure. recreation, and other nonprofitable purposes~
shall be modified to refer to Section 23iOlg.
.21 The reference to Section 50lic) 19\
the Internal Revenue Code, relating
to voluntarv employees' beneficiary associations, shall be modified to refer to
Section 23iOli.
, 3, The reference to Section 501 (C) (17) of the Internal Revenue Code,
relating to trusts providinlS for ~avment of supplemental unemployment
compensation benetlts, shall be mo<lified to refer to Section 2370In.
,41 The reference to Section 501lcI,20, of the Internal Revenue Code,
relating to qualified [(roup legal serVIces plans, shall be modified to refer to
Section 2370Iq.
c I Section 312 (b I i 10) of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to charitable
contributions. shall be modified to provide that such deductions shall not exceed .3
;Jercent of the unrelated business taxable income, rather than to percent.
SECTIO:\ 49. Section 23735 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
reCld:
23735. ' Cli The provisions of Section .514 of the Internal Revenue Cude,
:ebting to unrelated debt-tinanced income. shall Be dlllllielisle apply, except as
,nherwlse provided.
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, D Th(' pro\"JslOm oi SectIOn 10214 of Public Law 100-203. rclatm£: to tnE'
treatment 01 certain partnership allocatIOm. shall ~ apph' t(l income lIears
bel!inlllll(! 071 or after ja7luam 1. 1!:J91. ,fur propenl; acquired hI; the pannerShll)
after OctolX'r 1J 198~ a7lG part7lerSizll' i7lteresls aCQuITed after October 1J. 198;- SEcrIO~ 50. Section 23002 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amenaea to
read:
~3802
'a I St'ction 1363, a, of the Internai RevenuE' Code. reiatlng to the
taxabiht\ of an S corporation. shall not De apphcabie.
D CorporatIOns qualifying under this cnapter shall continue to be SUDlect to
the taxes Imposed under Chapter ~ ,commencing with Section 23101, and
Chapter 3 {commenCing with Section 23501 I. except as follows:
, I, The tax Imposed under Section 23151 or 23501 shall be Imposed at a rate of
2'1; percent rather than the rate specified in those sections.
12, In the case of an "S corporation" which is also a financial corporatIon. the
rate of tax specified in paragraph (Ii shall be Increased by the excess of the rate
imposed under Section 23183 over the rate imposed under Section 23151 and
Section 23184 shall be applicable.
,3, An"S corporation" shall not be subject to the alternative minimum tax ,or
preference tax 1 1m posed under SectIon 23400.
, clAn "S corporation" shall be subject to the minimum tax imposed under
Section 23153.
,d, iI, For purposes of subdivision I b I. an "s corporation" shall be allowed a
deductIOn under SectIon 24416 {relating to net operating loss deductions I. but
oni\' With respect to losses incurred during peTlods in which the corporation had
in effect a valid electIon to be treated as an "S corporation" for purposes of this
part.
. i:!, Section 1371,b, of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to denial of
carn'overs between "c years" and "s years". shall apply for purposes of the tax
imposed under suodivision ,b,. except as provided in paragraph (I, of this
subdivision.
,3, The pro\1sions of this subdivision shall not affect the amount of any item of
income or loss computed in accordance with the provisions of Section 1366 of the
Internal Revenue Code. relating to pass-thru items to shareholders.
141 For purposes of subdivisionlbl of Section 17276, relating to limitations on
loss carryovers. losses passed through to shareholders of an "S corporation." to the
extent otherwise allowable without application of that subdivision. shall be fully
included in the net operating loss of that shareholder and then that subdiVision
shall be applied to the entire net operating loss.
I elF or purposes of computing the taxes specified in subdivision I b:. an "S
corporation" shall be allowed a deduction from income for built-in gains and
passive investment income for which a tax has been imposed under this part in
accordance with the provisions of Section 1374 of the Internal Revenue Code.
relating to tax imposed on certain built-in gains. or Section 1375 of the Internal
Revenue Code. reiating: to tax imposed on passive investment income.
'fl For purposes of computing taxes imposed under this part. as prOVided in
subdivision IblI II An "S corporation" shall compute its deductiO'ns for amortization and
depreciation in accordance with the provisions of Part 10 (commencing: with
Section 17(01) of Division 2.
(2) The provisions of Section 465 of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to
limitation of deductions to the amount at risk, shall be applied in the same
manner as in the case of an individual.
13\ (AI The pro\isions of Section 469 of the Internal Revenue Code. relating
to Iimitatioru; on passive acti\ity losses and credits, shall be applied in the same
manner as in the case of an individual.
I B 1 For purposes of this paragraph, the "adjusted gross income" of the "S
corporation" shall be equal to its "net income." as determined under Section
24341 with the modifications required by this subdivision.
Igi The amendments to Section 1363 of the Internal Revenue Code made bv
Section WI!8+ 2rXJ4 of Public Law ~ 100-647, rela~~o~1 to reeo!lttlre e+ ~
~ Ht ffte _
ttf ~ e,. S eer!lerotiells,
~ ~ effect of

election on corporation. shall apply to income years beginning on or after
January 1, 1991.
(h) The provisions of Section 136JfdJ of the Internal Revenue Code. relatinl!
to recapture of LIFO benefits. shall be modified for purposes of this part to refer
to Section, 259010 in lieu of Section 6601 of the Internal Revenue Code.
SECTlO~ 51. Section 24274 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is repealed.
~ =I=fte !Ire ;sieHS e+ Seefte!I Bi e+ tfte ~ ~ ~ ~ fe
iftereftses Ht ¥fteftfteft ~ ~ eeeetIftt; MtoH ~ ~ tH'HeIIfiee e,. MIie ktw
~

SECTlOJ\ 52. Section 24402 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
24402. 9i ,i8eH~ I a) A portion of the dividends received during the income
vear declared from income which has been included in the measure of the taxes
imposed under Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 231011 . Chapter 2.5
(commencing with Section 23400). or Chapter 3 (commencing with Section
23501) upon the taxpayer declaring the dividends.

(b) The portion of dividends which may be deducted under this section shall
be as follows:
(1) In the case of any dividend described in subdivision (0), received from a
"more than 50 percent olL'ned corporation. " 100 percent.
(2) In the case of any diL'idend described in subdivision (a). received from a
"20 percent owned corporation. .. 80 percent.
(31 In the case of any dh'idend described in subdivision (a), received from a
bank or corporation which is less than 20 percent owned. 70 percent.
Ic) For purposes of this section:
(1) The term "more than 50 percent owned corporation" means any bank or
corporation if more than SO percent of the stock of that bank or corporatIOn (bp
vote and value I is owned by the taxpayer. For purposes of the preceding sentence.
stock described in Section I504(aJ(4) of the Internal Revenue Code shall not be
taken into account.
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:: The- lerm "::r; pPTcellt oWlled cIJrpuratr01I" mea/Is anll bank or corporatiou
if20 IJercent or more of the stock of'that ba7lk or corporatio71 (bl/wte and value)
Is oU'lIed by the tarpauer. For purposes of rile precedm/l. sentence. stuck described
ill Section 15(J.1la,r4! of the fntemarRevenue Code shall IIOt be taken illto
accouut.
SEcrIO\ 53. SectIOn 24422.3 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended
to read'
24422.3. -.- CapltahzatlOn and inclusion in inventon' costs of certain expemshall be determmed in accordance with Section 263:\' of the Internal Revert,
)
Code.
.....,
4+ +itt' Ilr6' i~16H' e+ ~ ~" sf ~ btw +W/~ ~ te
~f!lerli~litt6H

:(

e+ ~ ~ ~~MtoH~ ~

SECTIO\' 54. Section 24457 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
2445i. lal Section 304 of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to redemption
through the use of related corporatIons. shall be applicable. except as otherwise
provided.
!bl For purposes of applying the prO\'isions of Section 304(bl (41 of the
Internal Revenue Code. the term "affiliated group" means a controlled group
within the meaning of Section 24564.
~ =I=fte Of!leHsifteH!S fe SeffieII d(l4 e+ ffte ~ ~ beEle ffIft6e 6¥
~ ~ sf ~ bttw +W/l!{l,;, ~ fe re8flft!llteH ~ _ 6f

~ eerllerHtieH5. MtoH ~ ~
SECTIO~ 55. Section 24533 of the

-

-

Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to

read:
24533. lal Section 24532 shall apply onl\' if either,I, The distributing corporation. and the controlled corporation lor. if stock of
more than one controlled corporation is distributed. each of such corporations 1 is
engaged immediately after the distribu tion in the active conduct of a trade or
business: or
(2\ Immediately before the distribution. the distributing corporation had no
assets other than stock or securities in the controlled corporations and each of the
controlled corporations is engaged immediately after the distribution in the
active conduct of a trade or business.
(b I For purposes of subsection (a). a corporation shall be treated as engaged in
the active conduct of a trade or business if and on]\, if.
(11 It is engaged in the active conduct of a trade' or business. or substantiallv all
of its assets consist of stock and securities of a corporation controlled by it
i immediately after the distribution I which is so engaged:
(21 Such trade or business has been activelv conducted throughout the
five-vear period ending on the date of the distribution:
i3 i Such trade or business was not acquired within the period described in
paragraph (21 in a transaction in which gain or loss was recognized in whole or in
part: and
(4\ Control of a corporation which {at the tIme of acqUisition of con troll was
conductmg such trade or bUSInessi A I Was not acquired by any distributee corporation directly (or through 0,\
or more corporations, whether through the distributing corporation l!"'W
otherwise) e,. 8ft8tftep eB!'flflrotiell within the period described in paragraph (2\

,(I

i"

and was not acquired by the distributing corporation directly (or through one or
more corporations I within that period. or
(B \ Was so acquired by !II'Ietftep any such corporation within StIett that period.
but. in each case in which such control was so acquired. it was so acquired. onl\'
by reason of transactions in which gain or joss was not recognized in whole or in
part. or only by reason of such transactions combined with acquisitions before the
beginning of StIett that period.
(C) For purposes of this paragraph. all distributee corporations which are'
members of a controifed group (within the meaning of Section 245641 shall be
treated as one distributee corporation.
(C! For income llears beginning on or after january 1, 1991. Section 311 of the
Internal Revenue Code (as incorporated by Section 24481) shall apply to any
distribution:
(11 To which this section (or so much of Sections 24535 to 24539. inclusive, as
relates to this section) applies, and
(2) Which is not in pursuance of a plan of reorganization. in the same manner
as if the distribution were a distribution to which Chapter 2 (commencing with
Section 231011 or Chapter 2.5 (commencing with Section 234(0) applies. except
that Section 311 (b) of the Internal Rer;enue Code shall not apply to any
distribution of stock or securities in the controlled corporation.
Id) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2). the amendments to this section
by the act adding this subdivision shall apply to income years beginning on or
after january 1. 1991. for distributions or transfers after December 15, 1987.
(2) The amendments to this section by the act adding this subdivision shall
not apply to any distribution after December 15. 1987. and before January 1. 1993,

if

(.41 Eil(hty percent or more of the stock of the distributing corporation was
acquired by the distributee before December 15. 1987. or
(B J Eighty percent or more of the stock of the distributing corporation was
acqUired by the distributee before January 1. 1991. pursuant to a binding written
contract or tender offer in effect on December 15. 1987.
For purposes of the preceiJing sentence, stock described in Section 1504(0) (4)
of the Internal Revenue Code shall not be take71 into account.
(31 (A) For purposes of paragraph r2). all corporations which were in
existence on the designated' date and were members of the same controlled group
(as. defined j,n Section 245641 which included the distributees on that date shalI,.,
be treated as 07le distributee.
IB) Subparagraph (A) shall not exempt any distribution from the
amelldments made to this section by the act adding this subdivision if that
distribution is with respect to stock not held by the distributee (determined
without regard to subparagraph (A)) on the designated date directly or
indirectly through a corporation which goes out of existence in the transaction.

.w
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(C) For purposes of this paragraph, the term "desigllated date" meallS the
laterol
Iii December 15, 1987. or
(ij) The date on which the acquisition meeting the requirements of paragraph
(2) occurred.
SECTIO:-'; 56. Section 24601 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
.)24601. ~ T. he provisions of Sections 404. 404A, 406, 407, 419, and 419A of the
ernal Revenue Code shall apply, except as otherwise provided.
ffl+ #Ie !!pe .19ie1l9 ef Seefteft ~ ef Ptt6!ie t..tw ~ ~ ffi ~ ef
'o'IIeIHieft ~ gftttI+ 11M ~

.. '

SECI"IO:\ 57. Section 24652 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
24652. .ffi+ The method of accounting for corporations engaged in farming
shall be determined in accordance with Section 447 of the Internal Revenue
Code.
~ :ffie !!pe. igiell9 ef Seefteft ~ ef Ptt6!ie t..tw ~ ~ ffi eeffitift
fttrtft eef!!ePlltiell9 ~ ffi l:Ige #Ie ~ ~ ef lIee8t1l1till~, ~ 11M
~
SECI"IO:-J 58. Section 24667 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
24667. la) II) Installment sales shall be treated in accordance with Sections
,153, 453A. ,153B, and 453C of the Internal Revenue Code, except as otherwise
provided.
12) For purposes of applying the provisions of Section 453C of the Internal
Revenue Code, relating to certain indebtedness treated as payment on
installment obligations, the provisions of Sections 811 Ic) (2),811 Ic) (4), 311 (c) 16),
and 811 Ic) i7\ of Public Law 99-514, as modified bv Section l008(f) of Public Law
100-647, shall apply to income years beginning on 'or after January 1, 1988.
13) The provisions of Section 812 of Public Law 99-514, relating to the
disallowance of use of the installment method for certain obligations, as modified
by Section l008(g) of Public Law 100-647, shall apply to income years beginning
on or after January 1, 1988.
Ib) For purposes of subdivision (a), any references in the Internal Revenue
Code to sections that have not been incorporated into this part by reference shall
be deemed to refer to the corresponding section, if any, of this part.
~ :ffie IIlftellSlftellfg ffi Seefteftg ~ ~ II!Hi ~ tMtie e,. Seefteft ~ ef
Ptt6!ie t..tw ~ ~ ffi ill9tei1lftellt ~ gftttI+ 11M ~
+ttl- =I=fte tllftellSlftellt9 fe ~ ~ 46M II!Hi ~ tMtie ~ ~ bttw
~ ~ fe itt9t~lftellt seles; ~ 11M ~
(cl irl the case of any taxpayer who made safes' under a re~'Olving credit plan
and u:as on the installment method under former Section 24667 or 24668 for the
taxpayer's last income year beginning before january 1, 1988, the provisions of
this section shall be treated as a change ill method of accountinl< for its first
income year beginning after December 31, 1987. and all of the followinl< shall
apply:
.
'\ (1) That change shall be treated as initiated by the taxpayer.
~\ .• (2) That challge shall be treated as having been made with the consent of the
-- Franchise Tax Board.
(3) The period for taking into account adjustments under Article 6
1commencing with Section 24721) by reason of that change shall not exceed four
years.
rd) The repeal of Section 453C of the InteT1lal Revenue Code by Section
J0202(a) of Public Law 100-203, relating to repeal of the proportionate
disallowance of the installment method, shall apply to dispositions on rJr after
janUllry 1, 1991.
lei (1) The amendments to Section -153 of the.JnteT1lal Revenue Code by'
Section 2(XN of Public Law 1()(}-647. relating to the installment method, shall
apply to income years beginning on or after january 1, 1991.
(2) In the case of any installment obligation to which Section 45J(/) (2) (B) of
the Internal Revenue Code applies, in lieu of the provisions of Section
453(/) r3} (A) of the Internal Revenue Code, the "tax" (as defined by subdivision
(a) of Section 23(36) for any income year for which payment is received on that
obligation shall be increased by the a'mount of interest determined in the manner
provided under Section 45J(i! (3) (B) of the fnternal Revenue Code.
(3) The provisions of Section 10202(e}(2} and J0204(b) 12} (B) of Public Law
IOO-2OJ, relating to change in method of accounting, are modified to provide that
any adjustmellts required by Section -181 of the Internal ReL'enue Code shall be
included in gross income as follows:
(A) Fifty percent in the first income year beginning on or after january 1,

:i.

1991.
!B I Fifty percent in the second income year beginning on or after january 1,
1991.
(f) (J) The amendments to Section -I5JA of the Internal Re~'enue Code made
by Section 1004 of Public Law I()().647, relating to special rules for nondealers.
.rhall apply to income years beginning on or after january 1. 1991.
(1) In the case of any installment obligation to which Section 453A of the
Internal Revenue Code applies and which is outstanding as of the close of the
income year, in lieu of the provisions rJf Section -I5JA (c III) of the Internal
Revenue Code, the "tax" (as defined by subdivision ra) of Section 23(36) for the
income year shall be increased by the amount of interest determined' in the
marmer provided under Section 4.illlcl 12} rJf the Internal Revenue Code.
(3) The provisions of Section 453AIC) (3) (B) of the Internal Revenue Code,
relatint! to the maximum rate used in calculating the deferred tax liability, are
wdified to refer to the maximum rate of tax imposed under Section 23151, 23186,
.Jr 2J802. whichever applies, in lieu of the maximum rate oj tax imposed under
Section 11 of the Internal Revenue Ctide.
SECI"IOi'i 59. Section 24673.2 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended
to read:
246i3.2. I a) Long-term contracts shall be accounted for in accordance with
the special rules set forth in Section 460 of the Internal Revenue Code.
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i b I I 11 The provisions of Section 804 (d) of Public Law 99-314, relating to the
effective date of modifications in the method of accounting for long-term
contracts, shall' be applicable to income years beginning on or after Januarv 1,
1987.
.
(2) In the case of a contract entered into after February 28, 1986, during an
income year beginning before January 1, 1987, an adjustment to income shall be
made upon completion of the contract, if necessarv, to correct anv
underreporting or overreporting of income, for purposes 01' this part. resulting
from differences between state and federal law for the income vear in which the
contract began.
.
~ :ffie tllftellSlftellt9 ffi Seefiett ~ ef #Ie ffttefltttt ~ ~ tMtie fw
~ -tGOO3 ef Ptt6!ie bttw ~ ~ ffi It pestld!ell tit #Ie !!epeellttl~e tit
~ ~ tMe IleeettM tIftElep ~ eelft!!ietes ~ ff!etfteft, ~ 11M ~
-'4!- :ffie lIlftellSlfteHt9 ffi Seefteft ~ ef #Ie ffttefltttt ~ ~ tMtie fw
Seefteft ~ ef ~ t..tw ~ ~ ffi It pestletiell tit ~ !!epeelltlt~e tit
~ ~ tMe tteeetIftf tIftElep #Ie e8Hlf!ietes ~ ff!etfteft, gftttI+ 11M ~
(c) In the case of a contract entered into after October 13. 1987. durinl< an
income year beginning before jal/uary 1, 1991, an adjustment to income shall be
made upon completion of the contract, if necessary, to correct any underreportinf?
or oL'erreporting of income, for purposes of this part, resulting from differences
between state and federal law for taxabfe years beginning prior to january 1,

199/.
(d) In the case of a contract entered into after june 20, 1988, during an income
year beginning before january 1, 1991, an adjustment to income shall be made
upon completion of the contract, if necessary, to correct any underreporting or
oL'erreportinfl of income, for purposes of this part, resulting from differences
between state al/d federnllaw for taxable years beginning prior to January 1,
1991.
tel For purposes of applying Section 460laj(2) of the Internal Revenue Code.
relating to 90 percent look· back method, any adjustment to income computed
under subdivision (b), (c), or (d) shall be deemed to have been reported in the
income year from which the adjustment arose, rather than the income year in
which the contract was completed.
SECTIOl\: 60. Section 24681 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
24681. +Itt The provisions of Section 461 of the Internal Revenue Code,
relating to the general rule for taxable year of deduction, shall be applicable.
except as otherwise provided.
f&t. =Rte lHfIellSlftellt9 ffi Seefteft ~ ef #Ie ffttefltttt ~ ~ tMtie fw
Seefteft ~ ef Ptt6!ie t..tw ~ ~ fe ~ ef 'o'IIeIHieft ~ 9ftItH Mt

,..-"

~

SECTION 61. Section 24685 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is repeaied.
~ '\'It+' ~ #Ie ~ ef It ~ wftese lief itteeIfte is e81ft!!tltes tIftElep
tift ~ t'fteffteft ~ tle~tlft~g, ti #Ie eellSit~tllls ef ~ i!4a43 _
etftep .me
~ #Ie SeStleRell ttlkY.l'lt9le tIftElep Seefteft ~ wttft ~ ffi ¥fteIIBeH
~

gftttI+ ge tift ItIfteIIftt ~ tit

#Ie _

ef.t-

1:# A retlgellltele ~ ffi Itft tteeetIftf pe!!pegeIlM!!) #Ie tll!lfllt) er '9 ~ +er

'o'IIeIHieft ~ etlt'fIeft ~. elft!!le) ee9 getere #Ie eiege ef #Ie itteeIfte ,.etIP II!Hi ~
~ #Ie itteeIfte ,.etIP er wttftHt ~ II!Hi etteIW fII8fttM ~ #Ie eiege ef
~ itteeIfte ,.etH't ~
~ :ffie ItIfteIIftt -tti IIIWt et #Ie peStlee811 M #Ie eiege ef #Ie itteeIfte _
tit #Ie
~ tteeetIftf ~ tit ~ft +S-\- ef 9t1esi'~9i811 ~
.
Stteft ~ +er ¥tH!Miett ~
getere #Ie eiege ef #Ie itteeIfte ,.etIP 9ftttII
iHeItttle IIftIetIftf!t wftiefr. ~ ef'eellellgelleies, wetM!IM ~ +er ~ geetieft+
ge se sl:Ietiele ttftiiep Seefiett l!434a tI5 tift tteet'tIeft ~ ~ !!tI! Iftellt! wifft
~ ffi 'o'IIeIHieft ~ gftttI+ ge ~ ffi -'t tteeetHtf,
+&t =I=fte ~ !ttttItftee ef Hte IteeettM segeriees tit !!ItPtl!!)PIt!!ft +l+ ef
9t1esi .~9iell -f1l+ +er it! ftr9f itteeIfte ,.etIP 9ftttII; tIftElep pe~ltletlll9 I'pegePiees
#Ie

Frltlleftige

~ ~ ge.,l.

e,.

tl+ ffl Hte _ ef It ~ wfte Ifttlilltltilles It !!peSeee998P tteeettttf fer
'o'IIeIHieft ~ tIftElep Seefteft ~ ef #Ie Teehnieltl .'zlfteft8lftellt9 ~ ef~ ~
t..tw ~ tI5 _ellses, +er ~ III!tt itteeIfte ,.etIP ~ getere ~ ~ ~
II!Hi wfte IHIIite! Itft eIeeaett ttftiiep ~·seetteft fer fti! +irM itteeIfte ,.etIP ~
Mter Qeeelfteep ~ ~ #Ie ~ ef.ttAt =Rte ~ tit -'t ~9ger IleeettM M #Ie eiege ef -'t III!tt itteeIfte

;o-.er
~ =Rte tIfftetII'tf setePPllilles tI5 ti ~ ~ ftIttt IftMlltitilles tift IteeeI:IM
segePiees tit !!tlPlt~tll'ft 1+r ef 9t1esi. isiell +Itt feP - ' t III!tt itteeIfte ¥eItF;
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~ ffl #Ie _
ef ~ ~ 11M segepiees tit I'tlPtl~tI!!ft +t+; Itft ItIfteIIftt
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I segeriees tit I'aragrlll'ft +t+ ef 9I1esi" isi811 ~ Mtail ge ffte ItIftettftf ef #Ie
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tfte eiege ef eaeIt ifteefIIe ,.etIP ~ ~ tteeetIftf !I!aIlge.,l.
~ ~ ~ - . ti ~ ef #Ie tIfftetII'tf tit #Ie ~ tteeeItM M
#Ie eegiftlling ef #Ie ifteefIIe ,.eM' _
ffte ItIIIelIIH tit ffte &eeelIftf segePiees tit
I'ltrll~ltl'ft 1+r ef 9t1eSi .~9iell -fet M ~ eiege ef ffte ifteefIIe ~.ftIttep ~ #Ie
~ II!Hi ~ +er - ' t itteeIfte,.etIP ~ tit 9l1l!18io.oi!liell -til#; er
+B+ (lIepe_s 4ttt 11M M Itft ttIft6IIM ~ fI!Itft ffte HtiftttI ettIItftee ef #Ie
~ Itet!etIftf+. fw #Ie etIee!I!I: ti ~ ef ~ ItIIIelIIH itt ffte tteeetIIIf segePiees tit
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~ II!Hi ~ +er - ' t itteeIfte,.etIP ~ tit 911esi ~9i811111+t _
#Ie
ttftI8lIftf tit tfte ~ IleeettM M tfte ee~illllillg ef tfte ifteer!Ie ,.-.
+4\- Aft eIeeaItft tIftElep ~ ~ 9ftttII ge PIIIttie M !It:Ieft ftPIIe II!Hi tit !!t!eIt
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II!! ffit' frHflffMf ~ ~ fItt!¥ ~ rel!!tlilltisf15 Ilre~epiBf
....... ~ ~ e!11t8hsflftleflt ef ttft Iteeftttftt aesfPiBea tfl IlsPII!!P!lllft 4- ef
~tlBai, i~1611 '!'tI-'" ~ f!&t ~ eSII!lafPea II ~ tft ffIe'ffieft ef ItfeStlIIUII! ftH'
~ ef ~tlaai, !!116ft _ ef ~ lWiM ~ f6~tlipeftlellt peslleefifle
~ ef Hee6t1l1ltflf ftleil'I!a . tHt6 ~ Ha.IlIst!!!eflt .
ee ~ ttftfte!'
~ ~ 9... _
ef ~ e~t!lBliSftftlfflt ef ~ ttet'ettM:
4 If ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tIIIftet. ~ 9; ef ~ Teeftlliesl
.'iftlefla!!!eflt. ~ fti. ~ +i4:r. ~ It!! tlfI'Ieflses. ftH' ltH lttM _ _
~ ~ 1 - ~ -HR& IIfIit tt ~ ~!itHs +& ff!Iltte tift eieetiett ~
~ seetieft ftH' ~ M!it _ _ _ _ eftfttM lifter. Deee!!!8er ~ -HR& Htetr. ~
~ef~~~'
. ~~~M~~11
tfl
fti. 8eeSttI\ttft!! = e e t - a fe!' it!! M ! ! f _
_
~ ~ Deee!!!Bep ~-HR&
. SECTIO~ 62. Section 24685 is added to the Revenue and Taxation Code. to
read:
_

~ ~

~

~

24685. (01 111 the case of any taxpayer who elected to have former Section
24685 appl" to its lost income lIear beginning pnor to january 1. 1991. and IL'ho is
reqUITed to chan{fe Its method of accountl1U! by reason of the amendments made
b" the act adding this sectIOn. each of the foilolL'inl! sholl apply:
(1) The chanl!l' shall be treated as initiated by the taxpayer.
(2) The chanl!e shail be treated as having becn mode with the consent of the
fu~~fuh~~

.

(3) The I/I't amOUllt of adjustments required b" ArtICle 6 (commenc11lg IL'iih
SectIOn 24~2j) t(l be token into account by the taxpayer:
(04) Shall be reduced b" the balance in the suspense account under
subdivision IC.I of former Section 24685 as of the close of the lost income year
beginninl! before january 1. 1991. and
18, Shall he taken illto account over thr: tU'1! illcome year period be{fmlling
wIth the illcome !Jear foliowmg that last income year, as follows:
The percelltage to be
In the case of the:
taken into account is:
1st lear
50
211d }ear
50
(bl NotlL'ithstandinl! subparal!raph (8/ of paragraph (3) of subdivision 10).
1/ the period during which the adjustments are required to be taken into account
under Article 6 (commencing with Section 24271) is less than two years. those
adjustments shall be taken into account ratably over the shorter period.
SECfIO:\ 63. Section 24692 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended to
read:
24692. (a' The treatment of passive activity losses and credits shall be
determined in accordance with Section 469 of the Internal Revenue Code. except
as otherwise provided.
(b) For purposes of this part. the provisions of Section 4691d) (2) of the
Internal Revenue Code. relating to passive activity credits, are modified to refer
to the follOwing credits:
i 1 ) The credit for research expenses allowed by Section 23609.
(2) The credit for clinical testing expenses allowed by Section 23609.5.
(31 The credit for low-income housing allowed by Section 23610.5.
(41 The credit for certain wages paid (targeted jobs) allowed by Section I!4d3G

23621.

lei For purposes or appiying the provisions of SectIOn 4691il of the Internal
Revenue Code. relating to the twentv-five thousand dollars t S25.(00) offset for
rental real estate actI\'itIes. the dollar limitation for the credit allowed under
Section 23610.5 I relating to low-income housing i shall be eoual to seventy-five
thousand dollars (Si5.0001 in heu of the amount~specifled in Section 469(il 121 of
the Internal Revenue Code.
t d I Section 502 of the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-5141 shall apply .
ie l For income years beginning on or after January 1. 198i, the Pro\,ISions~
SectIOn 10212 of Public Law l00~203. relating to treatment of ublich' trad
partnerships under Section 469 of the Internal Re\'enue Code. sha)1 be apphcabl .

(f) The amendments to SectioTl 469(1.) of the Internal Revenue Code made b!J
Section 2W4 of Public LolL' J(KI-64i. relatinl! to separate application of'section ill
case of publicly traded partnerships. sholl apply to income !Jears bel(i~111illl? 011 or
after january 1. 1991.
SECfIOl\' 64. Section 24990.5 of the Revenue and Taxation Code is amended
to read:
24990.5. I a) Section 1201 of the Internal Revenue Code, relating to
alternative tax for corporations. shall not be applicable.
~
~ Tfte !lP8, isiSft9 ef ~ -teH ef ~ ~ ~ befte.: relMiftg ~
lifl'lit8:tislI eft ~ ~ ~ f!&t ~ 8:'4!:f8:Ble.
.
~ Tfte !lP8,'SI8f1S 8t ~ -H!-H! ef
~ ~ befte.: ~ ~
~ less f8:P" aHells IIfIit elt") 8, fPS. ~ !let ~ 8:'1lifsBle.
-

(hi The prov/siollS of Sectioll 1212 of the Interna Revenue Cude. relatll/(!' to
capitol loss carrybacks alld carryovers. sholl be modified as follows:
(j) Section 1212(a) (J) (A) of the Internal Revenue Code. relatinl( to capital
loss carrybacks. shall not apply.
121 Sectiotl /2/2(0)(31 of the lrlternal Revenue Code. relatilll( to speczai rules
Oil carrybacks. shall not apply.
(3) Sections 1212(b) and 1212(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. relating to
taxpayers other than a corporation. sholl not apply.
SECfIOl\ 65. unless otherwise specifically provided, this act shall be applied
in the computation of taxes for taxable or income years beginning on or after
January 1, 1991.
TITLE VI.
PROVISIONS
SECfION 66. If any pro\ision of this measure or the application thereof to
any person or circumstances is held invalid. that invalidity shall not affect other
provisions or applications of the measure which can be given effect ",ithout the
invalid provision or application. and to this end the prOvisions of this measure are
severable.
SECTIO!" 01. The statutory provisions contained in this measure may not be
amended by the Legislature except as follows:
(al Sections 4 and 38 through 65 may be amended by statute passed in each
house, a majority of the membership concurring, or by a statute that becomes
effective onlv when approved by the electors.
(b) All other statutory provisions contained in this measure may be amend.J..
b~' statute passed in each house by rollcall vote entered in the journal, two-thirds~
of the membership concurring, or by a statute that becomes effective only when
approved by the electors.
G&~ERAL

Proposition 130: Text of Proposed Law
This initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the
provisions of Article II, Section 8 of the Constitution.
This initiative measure adds a section to the Government Code, adds a section
to the Public Contract Code, and amends. repeals, and adds sections to the Public
Resources Code: therefore. existing sections proposed to be deleted are printed in
~ ~ and new provisions proposed to be added are printed in italic type
to indicate that they are new.

PROPOSED LAW
Section One. Title. This Initiative shall be known as the Forest and Wildlife
Protection and Bond Act of 1990.
Section Two. Part 2.7, Chapter 1. commencing with Section 4800. is hereby
added to Division 4 of the Public Resources Code, to read as follows:

.4 rticle I General ProvisiollS
Section 4800. This chapter shall be known as the Forest and Wildlife
Protection and Bond Act of 1990.
Section 4801. Findings and Declarations. The People hereby find and
declare 01/ of the follOWing:
(a) California s remaining ancient forests are a unique and irreplaceable
natural resource and are valuable for biologica~ scientific, recreational, aesthetic.
and other important reasons. Such forests provide clean water, clean air. and
healthy watersheds, and help to reduce global warming. Forests and the wildlife
that inhabit them also have inherent worth.
(b) The vast majority of California sancient forests have already been logged.
and it can toke several hundred years or more for a logged forest to acquire
ancient forest characteristics and to provide habitat for species which require
such conditions.
(c) Numerous species of animals and plants in California depend upon
ancient forests for important habitat. and many of these species are in danger of
extinction if logging of ancient forests continues.
(d) Biological diversity is essential to the long-term health of ecosystems and
is critical to a high quality environment for future Colifornions. Acquiring and
protecting the remaining ancient forests and establishing sustainable practices in
all forests will not only promote biological diversity, but will also set on
important notional and international example of the steps necessary to prevent
deforestation worldwide.
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(e) Existing laws have foiled to prevent widespread logging abuses on private
lands. including destruction of ancient forests. degradation if water quality and
wildlife habitat. alld high levels of soil erosion. A new approach to forestry
practices is necessary to protect California sforests and to insure that the forest
products industry is sustainable over the long term.
(f) In order to reduce soil erosion and degradation of water quality and fish
hahitat and to provide forest habitat for many Wildlife and plant species that
depend upon healthy riparian areas, it is necessary to restrict logging operatiollS
near streams and lakes.
•
(g) Clearcutting and related logging methods have been severely abused on
private lands and have caused accelerated soil erosion, declines in soil
productivity, destruction of watersheds, reduction of biological diversity, and
elimination of habitat for many species of wildlife. A shift to selection logging
will greatly reduce these adverse impacts and will promote sustainable forestry
practices throughout California.
(h) The long term goal of insuring a sustained yield from California
timberlands has been acknowledged by the Legislature to be an important
principie to achieve. but little progress has been made in reaching this {foal. A
new regulatory program is necessary in order to insure that private and state
timberlands are not logged at higher than sustainable levels.
(i) A shift to sustainable forestry practices will stabilize TUral economies,
enhance investments in forest industries, guarantee future employment. and
provide a long term competitive advantage for California forest products.
Sustainable forestry practices will also prevent the rapid depletion afforest
inventories that has resulted from finanetal speculation and corporate takeovers
of timber companies.
UJ It is the policy of the State of California to discourage to the greatest extent
possible the practice of exporting to foreign notions whole logs and cants
originating from California forests. Such exparts couse a major loss of Californio
jobs. The People of California urge the Cangress of the United States to promptly&... ~
prohibit such exports.
..,
(k) It is necessary to refonn the compasition of the Boord of Forestry in order
to insure that the Boord represents and has expertise in a brooder range of values
that are affected by logging operatiollS, particularly environmental and Wildlife
values.
(I) Because the acquisition of ancient forests may result in the layoff or
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